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THE NINETY-FIVE THESES: SYSTEMIC REFORMS OF AMERICAN LEGAL
EDUCATION AND LICENSURE
By Brent E. Newton1
I. INTRODUCTION
Knowledgeable and respected authorities inside and outside the legal academy are

correctly describing the American system of legal education as being in a state of “crisis”2 and
in need of dramatic reform.3 Yet many, if not most, within the academy consider the
burgeoning calls for reform to resemble Don Quixote’s fighting windmills4 more than Martin
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Luther’s instigating the Reformation.5 Despite the academy’s intransigence,6 I feel compelled
to nail the following theses to the academy’s door in the hope of hastening, however slightly,
the glacial movement towards meaningful reform. The theses comprise six major themes, the
first five concerning the legal academy and the sixth concerning the legal profession itself: (1)
defects in the law school admissions process; (2) structural problems resulting from the
excessive number of law schools, the ABA accreditation process, the current manner of law
school faculty governance, and the current system of ranking law schools; (3) defects in law
schools’ curricula, pedagogical methods, and assessments of students; (4) deficiencies in the
professoriat at law schools; (5) problems related to legal scholarship and law reviews; and (6)
flaws in the bar exam and licensure process and also in the process of graduates’ transition
from law school to the job market. Most of the problems are interrelated and result in a
negative synergy that increasingly threatens the health of the legal profession. As a result, the
only way to effect meaningful change likely to persist is to implement systemic reform – root to
branch.7
Some theses are based on strong empirical evidence or undisputed or virtually
undisputed facts, while others are admittedly subjective opinion (yet rooted in common sense
and voiced by many others, too). The 95 theses proceed chronologically from the period
immediately before law school (the final portion of undergraduate education and the law
school admissions process) to the period immediately after law school (the bar exam and the
transition from graduation to practice).
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My vision of legal education is informed by having had one foot in the legal profession
and the other in the legal academy during the majority of my two-decade legal career. I have
practical legal experience as a federal appellate law clerk, a trial attorney (who handled several
hundreds of cases in federal court), an appellate attorney (who argued at all levels of the state
and federal court systems, including the Supreme Court), and deputy director of staff at federal
agency in Washington, D.C. During the same time, as an adjunct professor, lecturer, or visiting
professor, I have taught three dozen semester courses (doctrinal, experiential, and
interdisciplinary courses) at three different law schools and also taught several more “pre-law”
courses at the undergraduate level. I have published legal books and articles on a wide variety
of topics, including legal education;8 published experiential course materials that have been
used at several law schools;9 and served on the editorial board of a faculty-edited law journal,
the Journal of Appellate Practice and Process, for a decade. I also served on the adjunct faculty
subcommittee of the ABA’s Section on Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar from 200407. In preparation for this article, I have surveyed the curricula at many dozens of American
law schools; studied trends in the hiring of law faculty during the past four decades; and had
hundreds of conversations with law professors (full-time and adjunct, doctrinal and
experiential) and law students at many law schools throughout the country.
Not every thesis below applies to all American law schools. Some law schools have
started the process of meaningful reform,10 although no single law school has articulated a
8
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comprehensive vision of reform that accomplishes what I believe is necessary to bring legal
education into the twenty-first century. Some law schools have been reactionary and gone in
the opposite direction of reform in some of the most important areas (e.g., by hiring more and
more professors whose primary mission is to write academic law review articles rather than
excel at teaching law students what they need to know to become competent practitioners; by
dramatically increasing tuition while cutting the teaching loads of full-time professors; by
obsessing over the U.S. News & World Report rankings to the point of misrepresenting their
data in the attempt to rise in the rankings).11 The leaders and faculty members of these law
schools are digging in their heals and defending significant parts of the current model of legal
education.12

accelerated J.D. program; the requirement of personal interviews of all applicants as part of the admission process;
and several meaningful curricular reforms); Drexel University’s Earle Mack School of Law, see Roger J. Dennis,
Building a New Law School: A Story from the Trenches, 61 RUTGERS L. REV. 1079, 1084 (2009) (“Through a mix of
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want them also to be effective written and oral communicators, legal researches, fact investigators, transaction
cost engineers, and counselors. Some of the skills can be taught in the traditional classroom, some can best be
taught through experiential education models. . . . Many of the first year doctrinal professors also require students
to participate in a significant number of more practical skills exercises such as drafting or oral argument.”); NYU
School of Law, see Peggy Cooper Davis, Desegregating Legal Education, 26 GA. ST. U. L. REV. 1271 (2010) (discussing
NYU’s first-year, two-semester “lawyering” simulation course taught by “professors of lawyering” who have
significant practical experience); CUNY School of Law, Case Western Reserve University School of Law, Drake
University School of Law, Southwestern University School of Law, Washington & Lee University School of Law,
and the University of New Mexico School of Law, see Toni M. Fine, Reflections on U.S. Law Curricular Reform, 10
GERMAN L. J. 717, 741- (2009) (noting all of these schools have created “lawyering” skills courses, “problem-solving”
courses, and/or legal practicum courses). These law schools, together with several others, recently have formed a
“consortium” called Educating Tomorrow’s Lawyers. See “About ETL,” Educating Tomorrow’s Lawyers,
http://educatingtomorrowslawyers.du.edu/about-etl/ (“ETL leverages the Carnegie Model and the work of law
schools and professors committed to legal education reform to align legal education with the needs of an evolving
profession by providing a supported platform for shared learning, experimentation, ongoing measurement and
collective implementation.”).
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The recent economic recession has resulted in what appear to be long-term structural
changes in the legal employment market13 that make the systemic failures of American legal
education even more glaring and inequitable to law students. Legions of law school graduates
saddled with massive student loans lack the skills to be competent entry-level practitioners.
Increasing numbers of legal employers, in both the private and public sectors, are no longer
able or willing to hire such graduates and provide the post-graduate training needed to bring
such neophyte attorneys up to speed.14 In addition, because lawyer and law student
populations have grown to unsustainable numbers, many graduates either are unable to obtain
any legal employment or have taken inferior types of legal employment (mostly short-term
“contract lawyer” jobs without benefits or even unpaid positions in the hope of eventually
landing a paid position).15 More and more desperate graduates are attempting to service their
debts and eke out a living by establishing solo practices; because they lack the necessary
competencies as practitioners, many will endanger the property and liberty of their clients.16
Because most law schools have not yet adequately responded to the growing calls for reform –
and the numbers of law schools and law students appear to keep growing or at least remaining
at their unsustainable levels – the already negative situation will only worsen in the future
absent widespread structural changes or a miraculous sustained economic recovery.
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My goal in articulating the following theses is to focus the debate about how we must
systemically reform the current system – rather than tinker around the margins – to better
prepare law students to become competent, ethical, and employable members of the legal
profession. I hardly expect most readers to accept all of my points. But I hope that thoughtful
readers will start looking at top-to-bottom change as the best way out of the mess that we are
currently in. And I also hope that readers remember that the ultimate beneficiaries (or victims)
of our system of legal education and licensure are members of the public. In the words of the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching: “The calling of legal educators is a high
one: to prepare future professionals with enough understanding, skill, and judgment to support
the vast and complicated system of the law needed to sustain the United States as a free
society worthy of its citizens’ loyalty; that is, to uphold the vital virtues of freedom with equity
and extend those values into situations yet unknown but continuous with the best aspirations
of our past.”17 Although structurally reforming legal education will not be a panacea by itself,
and significant reforms also will be necessary in the legal profession, dramatic improvements in
the place where lawyers are made is the most obvious first step to take.
Finally, as discussed below, achieving significant systemic reform will require two major
structural changes in the American system of legal education: first, the ABA Section on Legal
Education and Admissions to the Bar must amend the current law school accreditation
standards18 in several significant ways.19 Second, the current model of “faculty governance” in
American legal education, whereby deans and other administrators at law schools typically
require the concurrence of their faculties regarding major decisions affecting the law schools,20
must yield to a more “corporate” or “executive” model of governance whereby the faculty’s
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power to veto change must yield to the necessities of reform. In addition, intervention by the
federal government – by reducing the amount of federally-guaranteed law student loans and
changing the antitrust and federal educational laws so as to permit the ABA accreditation
authority to limit the number of law schools and law students – also may prove necessary.21
II. THE 95 THESES
A. Defects in the Law School Admissions Process
1.

21

There should be undergraduate “pre-law” prerequisites or some other measure of
basic knowledge of law, the legal system, and the legal profession by applicants for
entrance into law school. Too many students go to law school without really knowing
why or for no articulable reasons other than they want to make a lot of money in their
careers or because they “are good at arguing.” Undergraduate prerequisite courses
could help students make an informed decision about attending law school. Compare
our system of medical education, where several undergraduate course perquisites are
mandatory for admission into medical school.22 Undergraduate prelaw prerequisites
would serve two purposes: (1) help students decide if law school (and a legal career) is
the right option for them; (2) winnow out students who perform poorly in such
courses. Courses such as judicial process23 or legal process24 come to mind as
appropriate prerequisites for law school admission.25 Ideally, a new two-semester
comprehensive undergraduate course would be created that would expose students

See Theses 5 (n.43) & 6.
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See Henry M. Hart, Jr., et al., HART AND SACKS' THE LEGAL PROCESS: BASIC PROBLEMS IN THE MAKING AND APPLICATION OF
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foundational course for college seniors.
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A more radical approach would be relegate most traditional first-year “doctrinal” law school courses (contract
law, property law, torts, constitutional law, and criminal law) to the undergraduate level. Relegating first-year
courses could reduce law school to two years. See Thesis 26 (contending that the third year of law school in its
current form is unnecessary). With respect to those who contend that undergraduate education is not the proper
place for legal training, such opposition flies in the face of legal education in the United Kingdom, where
undergraduate legal education is the norm. Andrew Boon & Julian Whales, Legal Education and Training in
England and Wales: Back to the Future?, 58 J. LEGAL EDUC. 79, 80 (2008).
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to essential information about law (including legal reasoning), the legal system, and
the legal profession. If law schools started requiring undergraduate prerequisites –
and particularly if the ABA accreditation authority were to mandate it – there would
be no shortage of qualified instructors to teach such courses. Practicing attorneys
could be brought on as adjunct professors, or full-time law professors could teach
such courses at their universities or nearby ones. Alternatively, if such courses were
not taken in college (in the case of second-career aspirants who, many years after
college, decide to go to law school), law school applicants alternatively could take a
qualifying examination that assesses their knowledge of the relevant areas of law, the
legal system, and the legal profession (unlike the LSAT, which does not test such
knowledge). No doubt a commercial exam preparation industry would sprout up if
such a qualifying exam became the norm.
2.

Prospective law students should be required to work full-time (preferably in the
legal field) for at least two years between receiving their undergraduate degrees and
entering law school. Compare business schools, which typically require at least two
years of full-time work experience in the business world.26 Requiring such real-world
work experience by prospective law students would serve at least two important
purposes: first, it would foster maturity and a real-world perspective among law
students (many of whom currently go to law school in their early twenties straight
from college); and, second, it would cause prospective law students to appreciate the
financial reality of spending between $100,000 and $200,000 to attend three years of
law school (in addition to the opportunity costs). Many law students today have never
held any job other than part-time summer positions earning the minimum wage.

3. The LSAT should be jettisoned or at least retooled so as to serve as a better predictor

of success as a lawyer. A recent study by two professors at UC-Berkeley makes a
convincing case for abandoning or modifying the LSAT as a significant part of the
admissions calculus for law school.27 As they note, and as the Law School Admission
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Brian Burnsed, Getting into Business School: Work Experience, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT (Dec. 17, 2010)
(“Students at top business schools typically matriculate with at least one to two years of professional experience.
As far as the nature of that experience is concerned, it's usually in the form of full-time, paid positions.”).
27

See Marjorie M. Schultz & Sheldon Zedeck, Final Report: Identification, Development, and Validation of
Predictors for Successful Lawyering (Sept. 2008; unpublished manuscript), available at
http://www.law.berkeley.edu/files/LSACREPORTfinal-12.pdf. In an analogous manner, Indiana Law Professor Bill
Henderson and his colleagues at LawyerMetrics.com are attempting to offer law firms a scientifically-based
method to hire and promote attorneys based on the types of competencies needed for a successful legal career.
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Council appears to confirm,28 the LSAT does not accurately predict an applicant’s
overall success in law school (and, instead, only predicts first-year grades) and, more
important, does not predict success in the legal profession.29 This is because the LSAT
only assesses a narrow range of cognitive competencies.30 Therefore, law schools
should either abandon their heavy reliance on applicants’ LSAT scores or, assuming it
were possible, replace it with some type of assessment that more broadly takes into
consideration the many types of intelligence needed to be a competent attorney (see
Thesis 4).
4.

The law school admissions process should give meaningful consideration to other
types of intelligence besides academic and analytical abilities tested in written form.
In addition to “hard” analytical and cognitive skills, the successful practice of law
requires many “soft” competencies such as “emotional intelligence,”31 maturity, a
good work ethic, and integrity.32 The law school admissions process, which currently
focuses almost exclusively on undergraduate GPA and LSAT scores (both of which are
largely the product of written testing), should incorporate a meaningful assessment of
an applicant’s potentials in these other areas. Such an assessment need not be done
(and perhaps could not be done) in a standardized test. Instead, it could be occur
through an evaluation of a candidate’s strengths and weaknesses evinced in other
facets of their life (such as two years or more of full-time work experience between
college and law school, see Thesis 2). In addition, law schools should conduct
mandatory interviews of applicants (live or via video-conference) in order to assess
their interpersonal skills and oral communication skills.33

See Aric Press, Going Beyond the Conventional Wisdom: A New Look at Firm Recruiting, Hiring, and Promotion, THE
AMERICAN LAWYER (on-line edition), November 2, 2010.
28

LSAC, LSAT Scores as Predictors of Law School Performance, http://www.lsac.org/JD/pdfs/LSAT-Score-Predictorsof-Performance.pdf (last visited Jan. 11, 2012) (only stating that the LSAT is a “strong predictor of first-year law
school grades”).
29

Shultz & Zedeck, supra note 27, at 13.
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Id. at 12-13.
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See Jan Salisbury, Emotional Intelligence in Law Practice, 53 ADVOCATE 38 (Jan. 2010).
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Shultz & Zedeck, supra note 27, at 18-24.

33

See Van Zandt, supra note 10, at 612 (noting Northwestern Law School does a personal interview of all
applicants “in order to assess their communication skills, maturity, and judgment”).
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B. Structural Problems Resulting from the Number of Law Schools, the ABA Accreditation
Process, Faculty Governance, and the System of Ranking Law Schools
5.

There are too many law schools, too many law students, and too many law
professors based on our country’s current model of providing legal services. There
are 200 ABA-accredited law schools with approximately 145,000 law students34 and
well over 10,000 full-time law professors.35 At least based on our current economic
model of providing legal services – services primarily for upper-middle class and
affluent individuals as well as corporations36 – our society does not need nearly that
many law students.37 We have well over one million licensed attorneys in the United

34

During the 2009-10 academic year (the last year for which there is reported data), there were 145,239 J.D.
candidates enrolled in 200 ABA accredited law schools. See ABA, “Lawyer Demographics,”
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/migrated/marketresearch/PublicDocuments/lawyer_demographi
cs_2011.authcheckdam.pdf. The total number of law students is even higher when students at unaccredited law
schools are added (a list of all law schools, accredited and unaccredited, may be found at
http://wiki.ask.com/List_of_law_schools_in_the_United_States).
35

According to the Association of American Law Schools, in the 2008-09 academic year (the last year for which
there is reported data), there were 10,965 full-time law professors (including deans and law librarians) employed
by the 172 AALS member institutions in the United States. See AALS, Statistical Report on Law Faculty, 2008-09, at
18 (available at http://www.aals.org/statistics/2009dlt/gender.html). Of those full-time faculty, 505 were listed as
“instructors” or “lecturers”; the rest were “professors” (full, associate, or assistant), deans (including vice,
associate, and assistant deans), and law librarians. Id. With the addition of full-time law professors employed by
both the 28 other ABA-accredited law schools and the many unaccredited law schools throughout the country, the
total number of full-time law professors likely exceeds 12,000.
36

Very few attorneys today (other than court-appointed counsel guaranteed by the Constitution in criminal cases,
the tiny percentage of civil attorneys who work for “legal aid”-type organizations and other non-profits, and “forprofit” civil attorneys handling occasional pro bono cases) provide legal services to middle class and poor people.
See, e.g., Joanne Martin & Stephen Daniels, A Brief Moment of Opportunity: The Effects of the Economic Downturn
on the Delivery of Legal Services to the Poor, 33 U. ARK. LITTLE ROCK L. REV. 435 (2011); see also Legal Services
Corporation, Overview on Documenting the Justice Gap in America: The Current Unmet Civil Legal Needs of LowIncome Americans 1-2 (2005), available at http:// www.lsc.gov/pdfs/JusticeGapReportOverview120105.pdf. The
needs for legal services among middle-class and poor people are often unmet because legal services in this
country, in the current economic model, are simply not affordable. Martin & Daniels, supra, at 435 & n.1 (noting
that, even before the recent recession, as much as 80% of the needs for legal services among the poor is unmet);
Chief Justice Wallace B. Jefferson, The State of the Judiciary, TEX. BAR JOURNAL (Apr. 2011) (“The increasing
inaccessibility of legal services — for the poor, for even the middle class — undermines the rule of law for us all.”);
Mary C. Daly, The Structure of Legal Education and the Legal Profession, Multidisciplinary Practice, Competition,
and Globalization, 52 J. LEGAL EDUC. 480, 484 (2002) (discussing the unmet needs for affordable legal services for
poor and middle-class).
37

Stephen Bainbridge, Go to Tech School, Not Law School?, Professor Bainbridge.com (blog), (Nov. 12, 2011),
http://www.professorbainbridge.com/professorbainbridgecom/2011/11/go-to-tech-school-not-lawschool.html?cid=6a00e55019789788340162fc5a8cd3970d.
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States (over one for every 300 people)38 and the rate of unemployment among
attorneys is alarming, particularly for recent law school graduates.39 Although the
economic recession has led to slight decreases in law school applications in recent
years (around 12%), “there were no empty seats in any of the 200 law schools in the
country” at the beginning of the 2011-12 academic year.40 Yet, according to many,
“the current turmoil in the legal job market reflects a permanent seismic shift rather
than temporary economic conditions . . . [b]ecause law is a mature industry” with
decreasing numbers of lawyers needed.41 Law schools surely know this fact, and at
least some are continuing to enroll the same number of students out of economic selfinterest. Market forces have not worked to control this economic inefficiency
because law schools have not been subject to traditional economic forces. They have
been insulated to some degree by the ABA accreditation process and the U.S. News &
World Report ranking system. The latter has inspired many law schools to report
misleading data about their graduates’ employment numbers (which, in turn has led
students to enroll),42 and the former has done nothing significant to curtail the growth
of new law schools and burgeoning law school populations at existing schools when
they clearly are not needed.43 In addition, there are excessive numbers of law
38

See ABA, “Lawyer Demographics,” supra note 34 (noting as of 2010, the last year of reported data, there were
1,225,452 licensed attorneys in the United States).
39

See Henderson & Zahorsky, supra note 13, at 30-32.

40

David Segal, What They Don’t Teach Law Students: Lawyering, New York Times (Nov. 19, 2011), available at
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/11/20/business/after-law-school-associates-learn-to-be-lawyers.html?_r=2&hpw.
41

Bainbridge, supra note 37.

42

Jack Crittenden, Angry Law Grads, 20 NAT’L JURIST 20, 21 (2010); see also Daniel S. Harawa, A Numbers Game: The
Ethicality of Law School Reporting Practices, 24 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 607, 607 (2011).
43

The ABA asserts that it would be improper for it to consider the glut of attorneys and law students in its role as
the agency that accredits new law schools. See Can’t Regulate Number of Law Students, ABA Says, The VLW Blog
(July 22, 2011), http://valawyersweekly.com/vlwblog/2011/07/22/cant%E2%80%99s-regulate-number-of-lawstudents-aba-says/. Although the ABA may be correct that it would violate the antitrust laws and Department of
Education (DOE) regulations by attempting to regulate the number of law schools (and law students), see id.,
Congress could remedy this by creating an exception to the antitrust statutes and DOE regulations for the law
school accrediting authority. In particular, Congress could authorize the accreditation agency, through its
accreditation process, to limit the number of law schools and the size of law schools based on data regarding legal
unemployment, a school’s graduates’ debt loads, and unmet legal needs in the United States generally as well as in
particular markets.
In late 2009, an ABA commission did issue a paper warning aspiring law students to think carefully about
going to law school. See ABA Commission on the Impact of the Economic Crises on the Profession and Legal
Needs, The Value Proposition of Attending Law School (Nov. 2009), available at
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/migrated/lsd/legaled/value.authcheckdam.pdf.
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students because of the current system of federally-guaranteed student loans (see
Thesis 6).
6.

The current system of federally-guaranteed law student loans has financed the
bloated system of legal education and allowed law schools to avoid the negative
financial consequences caused by the excessive number of graduates. Eighty percent
of law students rely on student loans as the primary source to finance their legal
education.44 The average law school graduate in 2010 had $98,005 in law school
loans.45 The vast majority of law students’ loans (Stafford, Perkins, GradPlus), which
are difficult to discharge in bankruptcy,46 are guaranteed by the federal government
(meaning that the taxpayers will end up paying if students default).47 As Brian Z.
Tamanaha, a law professor at Washington University at St. Louis, has observed:
“*F+ederal loans are an irresistible (and life-sustaining) drug for revenue addicted law
schools.”48 “*N+early all of it goes directly from federal coffers to law school bank
accounts. The students are conduits for the money. These student-conduits bear the
burden of the loans in the first instance, and the federal government thereafter. . . .
Law schools get their money up front . . . [and] are engorging themselves on the
federal loan program.”49 Some law schools even have admitted students knowing full

44

Law School Admission Council, Financial Aid for Law School, http://www.lsac.org/LSAC.asp?url=?lsac/financialaid-best-bets.asp.
45

See Kyle P. McEntee & Patrick J. Lynch, A Way Forward: Improving Transparency in Employment Report at
American Law Schools, ___ PACE L. REV. __, at 4 (manuscript copy) (forthcoming 2012) (manuscript available at
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1528862&download=yes); see also American Bar
Association, Average Amount Borrowed for Law School, 2001-2010,
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/legal_education_and_admissions_to_the_bar/cou
ncil_reports_and_resolutions/2001_2010_avg_amt_borrowed.authcheckdam.pdf. (reporting that, in the 2009-10
academic year, the average amount of student loans taken out by law students was $68,827 at public law schools
and $106,249 at private law schools (exclusive of undergraduate debt)).
46

See Student Loan Borrower Assistance, Student Loans and Bankruptcy,
http://www.studentloanborrowerassistance.org/bankruptcy/ (last visited Jan. 11, 2012) (“Student loans are
difficult, but not impossible, to discharge in bankruptcy.”).
47

Norm Sawyer, The Guide to Law School Loans, http://www.top-law-schools.com/guide-to-law-school-loans.html
(last visited November 20, 2011).
48

Brian Tamanaha, What Federal Loans Do for Law Students and Law Schools, Legal Times Blog (Nov. 3, 2011),
http://legaltimes.typepad.com/lawschoolreview/2011/11/what-federal-loans-do-for-law-students-and-lawschools.html.
49

Id.
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well that they likely will flunk out or barely pass (through the equivalent of law school
social promotion) and end up owing large student loans without a lawyer’s salary to
repay them.50 A recent New York Times article summed up the problem with this
state of affairs: “It is hard to imagine a 21-year-old without a steady income securing a
private or federally guaranteed loan to buy a $150,000 house, but sums like that are
still readily available for just about anyone who wants a doctor of jurisprudence
degree.”51 The federal government, which has been the enabler of law schools’
addiction to students’ tuition dollars, should significantly limit the amount of law
student loans that it guarantees. It could do so by shifting the burden to law schools
themselves to underwrite a significant amount of student loans (e.g., for every dollar
of loans that the federal government guarantees after a certain base amount, a law
school must guarantee a corresponding amount of loans). Law schools have profited
handsomely from students’ tuition dollars while failing to provide graduates with a fair
return on their large investments (see Thesis 15). They should have financial
incentives to admit an appropriate number of qualified students, charge a fair amount
of tuition, and provide them with a quality professional education that will enable
them to secure sufficient employment to repay their loans.
7. Law professors and deans should not dominate the ABA accreditation process.

Systemic reform of legal education will require major changes in the ABA accreditation
standards (see Theses 8-11, 61, 72, 77, & 86), and that is unlikely to occur so long as
the law school accreditation process is controlled by people with a vested interest in
the status quo.52 The current ABA accreditation authority, the Council of the ABA
Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar, has twenty-one voting members
– ten full-time members of the legal academy, three “public” members, and one law

50

See Akhil Reed Amar & Ian Ayres, Paying Students to Quit Law School, SLATE MAGAZINE (on-line) (Nov. 18, 2011)
(“Especially troubling are allegations that some schools admit students they know are unlikely to repay their loans
-leaving
taxpayers
(who
guarantee
some
of
these
loans)
holding
the
bag.”),
http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2011/11/law_schools_should_pay_students_to_
quit_.html).
51

Segal, supra note 40.

52

Barnhizer, supra note 3, at 309 (stating that the “accrediting agents in the ABA's Section on Legal Education and
Admission to the Bar that tends to be dominated by law school faculty and administrators”); Dolin, supra note 3, at
235-36 (“*I+t should come as no surprise that the ABA committees that set law school standards are dominated by
those who have succeeded and are comfortable in the current system: law school deans and professors.”).
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student, with the remaining seven members being judges and practitioners.53
Although members of the legal academy have yielded some power on the Council to
non-academics in recent decades,54 the composition of the Council needs to change
yet again. A majority of the voting members of the Council (11 of 21) – as well as all
standing committees (including the accreditation committee and standards review
committee) – should be members of the legal profession who are not full-time law
professors or deans. Legal academia has proven repeatedly that it cannot effectively
reform itself, and the ABA accreditation authority is the most potent potential agent
for change. The Council should return to its status in the early and middle parts of the
1900s, when it was controlled by members of the bench and bar rather than legal
educators.55
8.

The ABA’s law school accreditation process should require schools to demonstrate
that students are actually mastering the necessary knowledge, skills, and
professional values. The current ABA accreditation process is primarily concerned
with two criteria: “input” measures (e.g., the content of a law school’s curriculum; the
number of volumes in its library) and a single “output” measure (a school’s graduates’
bar examination passage rate).56 Critics of this process correctly have contended that
this process fails to assess whether a law school’s students actually are mastering the
knowledge, skills, and professional values necessary to become a competent, ethical
entry-level practitioner.57 In mid-2010, the Standards Review Committee of the ABA’s
Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar circulated a draft of a proposed

53

American Bar Association, The Law School Accreditation Process 3 (Oct. 2010),
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publications/misc/legal_education/2010_aba_accreditation_broc
hure.authcheckdam.pdf. A current list of the Council’s members is available at
http://apps.americanbar.org/legaled/section/council.html.
54

As a result of an antitrust lawsuit by the Department of Justice in the mid-1990s, full-time legal educators’
membership on the Council was limited to less than 50% (thus, the current limit of 10 out of the 21). See Judith
Areen, Accreditation Reconsidered, 96 IOWA L. REV. 1471, 1487 (2011).
55

Areen, supra note 54, at 1486 (“For many years *in the early and mid-1900s], [members of the] bar and bench
dominated the Council.”).
56

See Catherine L. Carpenter et al., American Bar Association Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the
Bar, Report of the Outcome Measures Committee 3 (July 27, 2008) (unpublished report, available at
http://apps.americanbar.org/legaled/committees/subcomm/Outcome%20Measures%20Final%20Report.pdf).
57

See id. at 5-6.
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amendment to the accreditation standards58 that, if adopted, would – in the words of
one of the members of the committee – constitute a “quantum shift in the structuring
of the law school accreditation process.”59 In particular, if adopted, the new process
would shift the focus to an outcome-oriented assessment process (i.e., measuring
what students have learned in terms of knowledge, skills, and professional values) –
beyond looking simply at bar examination results – from a process, as currently exists,
that primarily measures inputs.60 As of early 2012, the proposed revised standards
have not yet been adopted. Assuming these broad and somewhat vague standards
ultimately are adopted, the open question will be how the ABA accreditation authority
and law schools will go about implementing it. As demonstrated in the many theses
that follow, American law schools must take enormous strides in terms of their
curricula and pedagogies to effect the types of meaningful changes in legal education
required to actually achieve the broad aspirations set forth in the Standards Revision
Committee’s revised standards. Yet the proposed revisions to Standards 302-05,

58

The draft standards are available at
http//www.abanet.org/.../Drafts%20for%20Consideration/Student%20Learning%20Outcomes%20May%205%202
010%20draft.doc-2010-05-07 (May 5, 2010).
59

Carpenter et al., Report of the Outcome Measures Committee, supra note 56, at 61.

60

Id. at 8, 61. Those proposed revisions of Standards 302-05 are summarized as follows:
1. Standard 302 provides that law schools identify desired learning outcomes. It
provides substantial flexibility for law schools, consistent with each law school’s mission.
2. Standard 303 provides that law schools offer a curriculum that is designed to
produce graduates that have attained the identified learning outcomes. The proposed
standard, with a few exceptions (e.g., a required course in professional responsibility),
leaves it to each law school to determine what that curriculum will be.
3. Standard 304 provides that law schools apply a variety of formative and
summative assessment methods across the curriculum to provide meaningful feedback
to students. The determination of how to assess learning outcomes is left to the law
schools. Schools are not required to measure the level of achievement of each student
in each learning outcome.
4. Standard 305 provides that law schools review the pedagogical effectiveness
of their curriculum and improve their curriculum with the goal that all students are likely
to achieve proficiency in the identified learning outcomes.

Brenda D. Gibson, Law Schools Are Better Prepared Than Anticipated for the Proposed ABA Standards 302-305,
Vol. 43, Issue 2 SYLLABUS [newsletter of the ABA Section on Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar] (Winter
2011-12) (available at http://www.americanbar.org/publications/syllabus_home/volume_43_20112012/winter_2011-2012/why_many_law_schoolsarebetterpreparedthananticipatedforthepropos.html).
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while by no means perfect, is a good start. The ABA should adopt the revised version
of the standards forthwith.
9. The ABA law school accreditation authority should permit alternative modes of legal

education. Almost all of the 200 ABA-accredited American law schools “simply mimic
the anemic methods of the schools just above them in the rankings.”61 Yet, in one
respect, the current system of legal education already is bifurcated: “BigLaw” firms
mostly employ graduates of top-ranked law schools, while law schools lower in the
rankings tend to send their graduates into “small law” careers (e.g., small firms, sole
practitioners, government agencies).62 As a result, noticeable differences in American
law schools exist based on the “tier” in which they are ranked.63 It thus makes no
sense that the curricula and pedagogies of all American law schools should look
essentially the same. In that regard, it is notable that American medical schools are
not cast from the same mold.64 The ABA accreditation standards, which result in the
high level of uniformity that currently exists,65 should be amended to allow more
61

Bryan A. Garner, Three Years, Better Spent, NEW YORK TIMES (July 21, 2011).

62

See Randolph N. Jonakait, The Two Hemispheres of Legal Education and the Rise and Fall of Local Law Schools, 51
N.Y. L. SCH. L. REV. 863, 864 (2006-07) ((“*T+he profession has a sharp and unbridgeable chasm, a divide which is
mirrored in our law schools. On one side of the professional divide, lawyers represent large organizations, primarily
corporations. These attorneys generally work in large firms. On the other side, lawyers represent individuals and small
businesses. Lawyers in this part of the profession usually work in small firms or are solo practitioners. This professional
chasm has produced a comparable divide in legal education. Graduates of high-prestige law schools primarily work on
the corporate side, while those from what are often called ‘local law schools’ primarily represent individuals.”).
63

See, e.g., Newton, Preaching What They Don’t Practice, supra note 8, at 129-30 (discussing the differences in
faculty composition at the different schools depending on the ranking in the USNWR system; faculties at more
highly ranked schools have less practical experience and tend to be more theoretical in their approach to teaching,
while faculties at lesser ranked schools have more practical experience and tend to be more practical in their
approach).
64

Liason Committee on Medical Education, Frequently Asked Questions, http://www.lcme.org/faqlcme.htm
(“Medical schools [in the U.S.] differ greatly: whether they are private or state-supported, free-standing, or part of
a parent university. They differ in their dependence on state appropriations, tuition, and income from clinical
services and research; their relative emphasis on teaching, research, and medical practice; the size of their
faculties and enrollments; the scope of their research and production of future scientists and teachers; and their
emphasis on primary care and the training of future community physicians.”).
65

See Nancy Rapoport, Eating Our Cake and Having It, Too: Why Real Change Is So Difficult in law Schools, 81 IND. L.
REV. 359, 366 (200) (“Part of the reason that law schools don’t try to stand out from the pack is that they can’t.
The tight regulation that comes from the ABA [accreditation] Standards and university accreditation standards sets
outside limits on experimentation.”); see also David Segal, The Price to Play Its Way, NEW YORK TIMES, Dec. 17, 2011
(stating that the current ABA standards provide a “blueprint” whereby schools must comply “with a long list of
standards that shape the composition of the faculty, the library and dozens of other particulars” – and, in the
process, significantly drive up the cost of legal education).
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flexibility and different models of legal education – such as cost-saving “teaching” law
schools with a small core of full-time professors and the bulk of the faculty comprising
part-time and adjunct faculty members who are not expected to publish legal
scholarship (see Thesis 77).66
10. The current model of “shared governance” at American law schools stands as a

roadblock to systemic reform of legal education. In addition to the need for the ABA
to change its current accreditation standards in order to pave the way for reform, law
schools themselves must embrace change. The only realistic way for such internal
reforms to occur is for the current model of faculty governance at law schools to
change. That current model, which mirrors the traditional model of faculty
governance in American higher education generally, is in theory one of “shared” (or
“collegial”) governance between the law school’s administration (led by the dean) and
the school’s faculty members who possess voting rights.67 The current ABA
accreditation standards require, or at least strongly encourage, this system of shared
governance.68 In reality, depending on the law school, the dean has little independent
executive authority to do anything significant in law school governance without the
virtual consensus of the faculty or at least a majority vote among full-time faculty

66

See Larry E. Ribstein, Practicing Theory: Legal Education for the Twenty-First Century, 96 IOWA L. REV. 1649, 1674
(2011) (contending that law schools must “abandon*+ the uniformity that has gripped legal education since the
ABA first promoted licensing and accreditation rules almost a century ago”); Thomas M. Mengler, Maybe We
Should Fly Instead: Three More Train Wrecks, 6 U. ST. THOMAS L. REV. 337, 344-45 (2009) (“I am arguing . . . against
the requirement that every law school must be a research law school.. . . [O]ther models might include the
teaching-intensive law school, in which all or most full-time faculty teach six to eight courses per year. . . .”).
Among other provisions, the following standards would need to be amended for such alternative models to exist:
(1) Standard 304(b) & (f) (“Course of Study and Academic Calendar”) (currently requiring a total of “58,000 minutes
of instruction time, at least 45,000 of which must occur by attendance in regularly scheduled classes in the law
school”; and providing that, “*a+ student may not be employed more than 20 hours per week in any week in which
the student is enrolled in more than twelve class hours”); and (2) Standard 402 (Interpretation 402-1) (part-time
and adjunct law professors, considered collectively, may teach no more than 20% of the total amount of full-time
students’ credit hours during each academic year).
67

The “shared governance” model was created by the American Association of University Professors (AAUP) in the
early twentieth century and has existed at the law school level for many decades. See Harry J. Haynsworth, Faculty
Governance—Reflections of a Retiring Dean, 35 U. TOL. L. REV. 93, 95 (2003).
68

Id. at 97-99 (noting that ABA accreditation standards 204 and 206 require a “shared governance” model at ABA
accredited law schools); see also Cheryl Rose Weston, Legal Education in the United States: Who’s in Charge? Why
Does It Matter?, 24 WISC. INT’L L. J. 397, 405 (2006) (noting that both ABA standards and AALS by-laws require
shared governance at law schools).
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members with voting rights.69 Because the status quo for law professors is (at least
for now) still very comfortable70 and the changes necessary for meaningful reform
would result in a significant realignment from law professors to law students as the
primary beneficiaries of law school, it seems unlikely that the current model of faculty
governance will allow for such necessary changes to occur. Therefore, for systemic
reform to occur, the model of governance will need to change to one analogous to the
“corporate” model of governance, i.e., a powerful executive who, while not allpowerful, does not require the consensus of, or even the concurrence of a majority of,
faculty members with respect to significant administrative matters (such as hiring
decisions, curriculum reform, and the like). Such corporate governance is the norm at
American medical schools.71 Of course, altering the model of faculty governance at
law schools is much easier said than done.
11. ABA Accreditation Standard 509 should be amended to require more detailed and

accurate post-graduate employment data. To prospective students, one of the most
important data points in choosing a law school is each school’s post-graduate
employment numbers – ideally, both the percentage of recent graduates who
obtained full-time legal employment within a short time period following graduation
and their average salary.72 Currently, ABA accreditation standard 509 provides: “A law
school shall publish basic consumer information. The information shall be published
in a fair and accurate manner reflective of actual practice.” The “interpretation”
commentary following Standard 509 explicitly states that graduates’ “placement
69

See id. at 99-100 (observing that “many” law school faculty members “think of shared governance as selfgovernance *by law professors+ over everything”); Rapoport, supra note __, at 370 (observing that law school
faculty members ultimately decide the “strategic” matters and “policies” in law school governance); see also Eric
Gerding, Faculty Governance in Crisis, The Conglomerate Iblog), Nov. 16, 2009,
http://www.thecongolmerate.org/2009/11/faculty-governance-in-crisis.html (discussing the traditional
“consensus-based decision-making by *law+ faculties” and observing that the “more hierarchical, corporate-type
models for university governance do not sit well with professors”).
70

See Rapoport, supra note 65, at 363 (“There’s no question that life for a tenured law professor at a research
university has to be one of the all-time best deals in the world . . . .”).
71

See Steven J. Willing et al., The Polity of Academic Medicine: A Critical Analysis of Autocratic Governance, 1 J.
AMER. COLLEGE RADIOLOGY 972 (2004). There are critics of this model, who contend that faculty governance at
medical schools should be “democratic.” See Steven J. Willing et al., The Polity of Academic Medicine: EvidenceBased Democracy, 2 J. AMER. COLLEGE RADIOLOGY 358 (2005).
72

Kyle P. McEntee & Patrick J. Lynch, A Way Forward: Improving Transparency in Employment Report at American
Law Schools, ___ PACE L. REV. __ (forthcoming 2012) (manuscript available at
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1528862&download=yes).
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rates” are among the “basic” consumer information that must be disclosed. 73 Many
law schools have responded to that vague standard by reporting grossly misleading
data about graduate placement rates – for instance, treating a graduate employed as
a waiter or in some other non-legal job or a graduate who worked for a school-funded
short-term legal job (commonly called as post-graduate “fellowship”) as being
“employed” for purposes of Rule 509’s reporting purposes (without specifying the
type of employment).74 Furthermore, although they are not required to publicly
report salary information under Rule 509 (in addition to placement rates), many
schools have done so in a misleading manner (e.g., reporting only a selected sample of
high-earning graduates).75 As a result of this widespread deception, a subcommittee
of the ABA Standards Review Committee was created to consider a revision of Rule
509.76 That subcommittee’s March 2011 proposed revision77 provides that
“employment outcomes” of graduates must be reported in accurate detail within the
year following graduation. Based on the December 2011 decision of the Council of the
Section on Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar to require law schools to answer
accurately a new detailed questionnaire about graduates’ employment rates,78 it is
likely the revision of Rule 509 will be adopted, too. While a good start, the proposed
revision of Rule 509 also should mandate that each school report accurate starting
salary information regarding each graduating class (in a manner that protects the
privacy of graduates and employers).79 Because the vast majority of law students
receive federally-guaranteed student loans, the federal government could require, as
a condition of the loans, that students report accurate salary information for a certain
73

See ABA Standard 509, Interpretation 509-1.

74

See, e.g., Paul Campos, How Law Schools Completely Misrepresent Their Job Numbers, THE NEW REPUBLIC (Apr. 25,
2011).
75

See Brian Tamanaha, The Depth and Breadth of Misleading Employment Numbers by Law Schools (and How to
Solve It), Balkinization (blog); Oct. 11, 2011, http://balkin.blogspot.com/2011/10/depth-and-breadth-ofmisleading.html.
76

See Law School Transparency (blog), Introduction to the ABA’s Initiatives on Law School Transparency, available
at http://www.lawschooltransparency.com/2010/11/introduction-to-the-abas-initiatives-on-law-schooltransparency/.
77

The proposed revision is available at
http://apps.americanbar.org/legaled/committees/Standards%20Review%20documents/April%202011%20Meeting
/Report%20of%20Subcommittee%20on%20Consumer%20Information.pdf.
78

See Karen Sloan, ABA Gives Ground on Law Schools’ Graduate Jobs Data Reporting, NAT’L L. J. (Dec. 5, 2011)

79

The Law School Transparency project’s proposal for law schools’ reporting salary information in a manner that
protects privacy interests is available at http://www.lawschooltransparency.com/tag/standard-509b/.
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period of time after graduation (in order to assure that law schools report accurate
salary information).80
12. Students should be afforded the option of withdrawing from law school after their

first or second semesters and receiving a refund of a substantial portion of their
tuition. For a variety of reasons, academic or otherwise, some students strongly
regret their decision to attend law school after a semester or two but feel that, by that
point (when they have spent tens of thousands of dollars financed by unforgiveable
student loans), they have no choice except to persevere to graduation and make the
best of an unfulfilling legal career in order to pay off their debts. To mitigate this
situation, Yale Law Professors Amar and Ayres have proposed that law schools give
students the option of withdrawing at the end of the first year and receiving a half
refund of their tuition.81 A similar approach would be to allow students the option of
transferring credits from their relevant first year courses – or apply already-spent

80

Yale Law Professors Amar and Ayes recently made such a proposal:
All students who received federal loans should be required to report whether they
passed the bar as well as their annual salary for the first 10 years after graduation. Law
schools should be required to disclose this information in a standardized format,
enabling applicants to better assess what their degree will be worth, long-term. This
reform directly addresses the current problem of woefully incomplete disclosure. Law
schools usually only report how well their most successful students do, and only for the
first year after graduation. In addition to reporting average results, schools should
disaggregate data to avoid misleading applicants at greatest risk of failure. For example,
how did previous applicants with low entering test scores and college grades fare after
graduation? Anyone who starts law school with less than a 50 percent chance of passing
the bar within three years of graduation should be required to sign a special waiver that
he has been informed about the riskiness of his education investment. Warning highrisk applicants before they matriculate helps them protect themselves and reduces the
government’s risk of unpaid loans in the future.

See Akhil Reed Amar & Ian Ayres, Paying Students to Quit Law School, SLATE MAGAZINE (on-line) (Nov. 18, 2011),
http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2011/11/law_schools_should_pay_students_to_
quit_.html).
81

Amar & Ayers, supra note 80 (“Law schools might . . . offer to rebate half of a student’s first-year tuition if the
student opts to quit school at the end of the first year. (If the student has taken out government loans, this rebate
would first go to repay this debt.) A half-tuition rebate splits the loss of an aborted legal career between the
school and the student. Each has skin in the game, so students will not go to law school lightly, and law schools will
have better incentives not to admit students likely to fail.”). They further state that: “The government as lender
might mandate first-year rebate offers to reduce the chance that students will take out loans that they will not be
able to repay.” Id.
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tuition dollars, in the case of courses that would not transfer – toward a different
degree or certificate program within the law school (see Thesis 13).
13. Law schools should offer meaningful degree or certificate programs for professional

paralegals and other law-related professionals. In addition to matriculating J.D.
students, many law schools should concurrently matriculate students seeking a
professional paralegal degree or some other non-J.D. degree or certificate for persons
going into a career in which legal skills are an integral part of the job (e.g., human
resources professionals, financial planners). Admission of such non-J.D. students
should not be automatic and, instead, should require legitimate qualifications (e.g., a
sufficiently high undergraduate GPA). Including a separate professional paralegal
degree or other rigorous course of legal study of two or three semesters in duration
under the same roof as the regular law school would make good sense as the subject
matters would be similar and the same professors could teach courses to both types
of students. Although such non-J.D. students ordinarily would take classes separately
from law students, occasionally the two types of students would take classes together
– just as students in some physician assistant programs take certain classes together
with medical students.82 The legal services industry increasingly will depend heavily
on paralegals in the future, and those who are formally trained will stand the best
chance of getting good jobs and competently providing services to clients.83 It may
well be that, in the future, state regulators will allow professionally-trained and
licensed paralegals to provide certain types of professional legal services that are
analogous to the independent medical services provided now by licensed physician
assistants and nurse practitioners.84 Allowing licensed, professionally paralegals to
82

See, e.g., “Physicians Assistant Program,” University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey,
http://shrp.umdnj.edu/dept/primary_care/paweb/. (noting that PA students “sit*+ side by side with medical
students *and are+ expected to perform at the same level” in certain classes).
83

See Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Outlook Handbook (2010-11) (“Employment of paralegals and legal
assistants is projected to grow 28 percent between 2008 and 2018, much faster than the average for all
occupations. Employers are trying to reduce costs and increase the availability and efficiency of legal services by
hiring paralegals to perform tasks once done by lawyers. Paralegals are performing a wider variety of duties,
making them more useful to businesses. Demand for paralegals also is expected to grow as an expanding
population increasingly requires legal services, especially in areas such as intellectual property, healthcare,
international law, elder issues, criminal law, and environmental law.”), available at
http://www.bls.gov/oco/ocos114.htm.
84

See ,e.g., Michael S. Knowles, Keep Your Friends Close and the Laymen Closer: State Bar Associations Can Combat
the Problems Associated With Non-Lawyers Engaging in the Unauthorized Practice of Estate Planning Through a
Certification System, 43 CREIGHTON L. REV. 855 (2010).
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provide a limited range of legal services also would help fill an existing gap in legal
services for the poor and middle class in the United States.85 In England, licensed
paralegals are permitted to provide certain legal services to clients.86
14. The U.S. News & World Report (USNWR) ranking system is fundamentally flawed,

and its influence on legal education has been malignant. The USNWR law school
ranking system uses an algorithm based on certain “input” measures (e.g., average
undergraduate GPAs and LSAT scores of incoming students), “output” measures
(graduates’ bar exam passage rates and employment rates), and a significant
“reputational” score (whereby deans and law professors from other law schools as
well as a tiny sample of judges and attorneys subjectively rank the 200 ABA-accredited
schools).87 Because large numbers of law schools have nearly identical scores on
most of the input and output metrics, the subjective, utterly unscientific reputational
score (worth 25% of a school’s total score) is a critically important component,88 which
has led to a “prestige race” among law schools.89 It is nearly universally accepted that
the USNWR ranking system has had several pernicious effects on American legal
education – all related to law schools’ (and prospective and current law students’)
obsession with the rankings.90 After initially attempting to fight the influence of the
rankings in the late 1990s,91 most in legal academia eventually decided that, if they
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See supra note 36.
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See National Association of Licensed Paralegals, FAQ (“What is a Licensed Paralegal?”),
http://www.nationalparalegals.com/licensed_paralegal.htm.
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See Paul L. Caron & Rafael Gely, What Law Schools Can Learn from Billy Beane and the Oakland Athletics, 82 TEX.
L. REV. 1483, 1521 (2004) (discussing the USNWR ranking system).
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See Rapoport, supra note 65, at 368; see also Stephen P. Klein & Laura Hamilton, The Validity of the U.S. News &
World Report Ranking of ABA[-Accredited] Law Schools (unpublished paper commissioned by the AALS), available
at http://www.aals.org/reports/validity.html.
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Segal, supra note 65.
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See, e.g., Judge Louis H. Pollak, Why Trying to Rank Law Schools Numerically Is a Non-Productive Exercise: An
Article on the U.S. News & World Report 2009 List of “Top 100 Schools,” 1 DREXEL L. REV. 52 (2009); Theodore P.
Seto, Understanding the U.S. News Law School Rankings, 60 S.M.U. 493 (2007); Symposium, The Next Generation
of Law School Rankings, 81 IND. L. J. (2006).
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In the late 1990s, 150 law school deans (in a joint letter) and the American Association of Law Schools (in a
report) criticized the USNWR ranking system and its undue influence on legal education. See Stephanie C. Emens,
The Methodology and Manipulation of the U.S. News Law School Rankings, 34 J. LEGAL PROF. 197, 197 (2009).
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couldn’t beat it, they’d join it.92 This acquiescence led many schools to engage in a
wide variety of practices, some unethical and possibly illicit, to game or exploit the
system,93 which further undermines the integrity of the ranking system. A superior
ranking formula would give significant weight to not only the quality of incoming
students but also the quality of legal education that students receive during their time
at a particular law school (other than whatever valuation is reflected in the subjective,
unscientific “reputational” score and the bar exam passage rate). Such a measure of
the quality of graduating students would look at how seriously law schools take
teaching excellence and also assess a law school’s approach to its curriculum and
pedagogy with respect to how well the school prepares students to be “practiceready.”94 Finally, an effective law school ranking system would audit the information
provided by law schools and not merely rely on data reported by the law schools, as
USNWR currently does. Those law schools that refuse to allow the ranking
organization to conduct an independent audit of the school’s information would be
excluded from the rankings.
15. Law school tuition is too high and wrongly allocated primarily to benefit law

professors at expense of law students. They average public law school’s annual
tuition and fees in the 2009-10 academic year were $18,472 (state resident) and
$30,413 (non-resident); the average private law school’s tuition and fees were
$35,743.95 These expenses, of course, only represent a portion of what law students
92

Alex M. Johnson, Jr., The Destruction of the Holistic Approach to Admissions: The Pernicious Effects of Rankings,
81 IND. L. REV. 309, 326 (Winter 2006) (“*T+he U.S. News ranking has become the ‘800-pound gorilla’ of legal
education affecting just about everything we do.”); Paul Caron & Rafael Gely, What Law Schools Can Learn from
Billy Beane and the Oakland Athletics, 82 TEX. L. REV. 1483, 1510 (May 2004) (same); Brad Wendel, The Big Rock
Candy Mountain: How to Get a Job in Law Teaching (unpublished, unpaginated manuscript, available at
http://ww3.lawschool.cornell.edu/faculty-pages/wendel/teaching.htm) (“We all hate to admit it, but the U.S.
News rankings have become an entrenched part of life . . . .”).
93

See Steven R. Smith, Gresham’s Law in Legal Education, 17 J. CONT. LEGAL ISSUES 171, 183-84 (2008) (“*S+everal law
schools [have] engaged in questionable practices to make themselves look better. . . . Deans sometimes say in
private that they feel they must fudge figures or engage in other inappropriate academic behavior because other
law schools are doing so and will get ahead of them. It is a sad commentary that the ABA accreditation Standards
had to be changed to indicate that law schools were required to provide honest and correct data regardless of
where the information was published.”); Bennett, supra note 3, at 119-20.
94

Compare Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar, Report of the Outcome Measures Committee,
available at
http://apps.americanbar.org/legaled/committees/subcomm/Outcome%20Measures%20Final%20Report.pdf.
95

American Bar Association, Law School Tuition, 1985-2009,
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/migrated/legaled/statistics/charts/stats_5.authcheckdam.pdf.
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end up paying (meaning, in most cases, borrowing) annually; books, room and board,
and other living expenses are significant.96 The annual increases in tuition and fees
(ranging between 6-15% per year, according to the ABA’s data cited in footnote 53)
have dramatically outpaced inflation during the past two decades (which has been
around 3%).97 The typical law school, despite being a not-for-profit institution,
traditionally has been a “cash cow” for its university and has “profited” on the tuition
it has brought in.98 The typical tenured professor is receiving a handsome salary in
return for contributing relatively little to students’ legal educations (see Thesis 70).
Law students are receiving an insufficient return on the large amounts of money they
are paying, and increasing numbers are not finding adequate employment to pay back
their student loans.99 Not-for-profit institutions, particularly those responsible for
producing licensed, learned professionals responsible for client’s lives, liberty, and
property, should not work that way. As a general matter, tuition should be reduced
to reflect the actual value of the services being provided by law schools, or schools
should significantly improve the value of their services to students to be
commensurate with the high tuition being paid.
16. There is an unnecessary culture of stress in law school. The culture of cut-throat

competition among law students, the undue focus on individualism, and the
traditional approaches to pedagogy and student assessments (see Theses 48 & 51)
have led to widespread mental health and substance problems among law students
(problems which continue after law school among practitioners).100 Although there
96

See Dean Jim Chen, A Degree of Practical Wisdom: The Ratio of Educational Debt to Income as a Basic
Measurement of Law School Graduates’ Economic Viability, 38 WM. MITCHELL L. REV. __, __ (forthcoming 2012)
(available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1967266).
97

See Historical Inflation (based on the Bureau of Labor Statistics’s Consumer Price Index data),
http://inflationdata.com/inflation/inflation_rate/historicalinflation.aspx.
98

Nicholas S. Zeppos, 2007 Symposium on the Future of Legal Education, 60 VAND. L. REV. 325, 325 (March 2007)
(“*T+he fact that law schools are largely tuition-supported means that they do not need to receive funding from
central university sources. In fact, they can be regarded as a source of funds for other university programs – . . .
they are cash cows.”); accord Dolin, supra note 3, at 231; Stephen M. Feldman, The Transformation of an Academic
Discipline: Law Professors in the Past and Future (or Toy Story Too), 54 J. LEGAL EDUC. 471, 495 (2004).
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See supra notes 13-16 & accompanying text.
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See Kennon M. Sheldon & Lawrence S. Krieger, Understanding the Negative Effects of Legal Education on Law
Students: A Longitudinal Test of Self-Determination Theory, 33 PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. BULL. 833 (2007); see also
Steven I. Friedland, Trumpeting Change: Replacing Tradition with Engaged Legal Education, 3 ELON L. REV. 93, 95 &
n.17 (2011).
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have been efforts at many law schools to reduce the stress and attendant
psychological problems among students,101 more needs to be done. One approach
worth seriously considering is abolishing traditional grades during the first year (or
perhaps just the first semester) and afford students time to adjust to the new learning
environment of law school by using a pass-fail system.102
17. Most law schools fail to inform students about the realities of the legal profession

and help them choose their career paths wisely. Even by the end of the third-year of
law school, most law students do not have a realistic understanding of what most
types of lawyers in the real world of practice do. They possess only a general
understanding of common legal careers (e.g., commercial litigators, prosecutors) and
whatever specific knowledge they happened to have gained during internships,
externships, and summer jobs. Typical full-time law professors have practiced law for
only a short period of time and, thus, are generally unable to convey such information
in the courses that they teach (see Thesis 61). Unlike medical school, where students
engage in “rotations” during their third year, in which they are exposed directly to
several different types of medicine,103 legal education does not directly expose
students to different types of law practice. Most law students thus are not in a
position to make an intelligent decision about what career path they should take – and
what elective courses that they should take in law school – and often fall into a
particular career path because of happenstance. For that reason, all law schools
should have a mandatory pass-fail one or two credit concentrated course at the very
outset of law school (perhaps in the two or three weeks before regular classes begin)
that explains in detail what lawyers really do and the types of legal employers that
exist (with an ample amount of guest speakers from the legal profession). Such a
broad exposure to this type of information at the outset of law school would greatly
benefit students in their academic and legal careers.
101

See Friedland, supra note 99, at 95 & n.18. Yale Law School offers students the services of a “comfort dog.” See
Timothy Williams, For Law Students with Everything, Dog Therapy for Stress, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 31, 2011. According
to the Times article, not all Yale’s law faculty were supportive: ‘“I’m surprised to hear of it,” said John Witt, a
professor [at Yale Law School]. . . . ‘I’ve always found library books to be therapeutic. But maybe that’s just me.’”
102

See, e.g., Clinton W. Shinn, Lessening the Stress of the 1L Year: Implementing an Alternative to Traditional
Grading, 41 TOLEDO L. REV. 355 (2010) (discussing Appalachian Law School’s pass-fail system of first-year grades that
is intended to reduce student stress).
103

“Medical School Training,” The Princeton Review, http://www.princetonreview.com/medical/allopathic.aspx
(“In the third and fourth years, medical students do rotations at hospitals and clinics affiliated with their school.
Students doing rotations assist residents in a particular specialty such as surgery, pediatrics, internal medicine or
psychiatry.”).
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18. Law schools should offer meaningful academic and career counseling services for

students at the beginning and middle of law school. Often, law students choose
elective courses, internships, externships, and summer jobs without guidance from a
knowledgeable and objective source. Law schools should establish meaningful
academic and career counseling offices – staffed with experienced, knowledgeable
personnel – that mandate appointments with all students at different junctures of
their academic careers and assess students’ academic and career trajectories. Current
academic and career services at most law schools fail to offer that type of advice.
C. Defects in Law Schools’ Curricula, Pedagogical Methods, and Assessments of Students
19. The law school curriculum not only needs to develop cognitive competencies but

also needs to teach the practical competencies required to be an effective, ethical
practitioner. As a chorus of critics over the years has contended, law schools focus
disproportionately on developing cognitive competencies (in particular, legal analysis
and memorization of legal doctrine) at the expense of practical competencies such as
courtroom skills, negotiation, client counseling, public speaking skills, and business
acumen.104 As a result, the typical law student graduates with entirely too narrow
skill set for the real world of legal practice. In my experience, including the teaching of
both law students and undergraduates (in pre-law courses), the process of developing
legal analytical skills (traditionally referred to as “thinking like a lawyer”) can be
effectively done in a single academic year for the vast majority of students. Three
years of law school certainly is not required to do so. The bulk of law school could be
spent developing other skills in addition to cognitive competencies.

104

See Richard A. Posner, What Judges Think of the Quality of Legal Representation, 63 STAN. L. REV. 317, 338
(2011) (“About law schools, judges were in general agreement. The most common response in each judge group
was that law schools should provide more coursework oriented to instilling practice-oriented skills. The second
most popular response was expansion of the core curriculum – that is, courses required of all students – to ensure
a stronger foundation for practice.”); NITA, White Paper: The Future of Legal Education: A Skills Continuum (Oct. 29
, 2009), available at http://www.nita.org/resources/docs/Future_of_Legal_Education.pdf); Report of the [ABA]
Outcome Measures Committee, supra note 56, at 6-10; see generally Best Practices, supra note 3, passim;
Carnegie Report, supra note 3, passim. Perhaps the best abbreviated list of those competencies is the one set
forth in the 1992 MacCrate Report, supra note 3, which included the following “core competencies”: (1) problemidentification and problem-solving; (2) identifying legal issues (“issue spotting”), developing relevant legal theory,
and argumentation; (3) legal research skills; (4) factual research and investigation skills; (5) effective written and
oral communication; (6) negotiation skills; (7) client counseling skills; (8) knowledge of trial, appellate, and
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) procedures; (9) practice management; and (10) professional ethics. See id.
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20. Law school courses should emphasize problem-solving, risk-management, and

strategic- thinking. In addition to their tradition pedagogical mission to cause
students to “think like a lawyer,” law schools should develop larger problem-solving
skills though the cultivation of strategic thinking105 and the teaching of the science of
risk management.106 Lawyers in the real world do not simply sit around cogitating
legal issues; they solve problems for clients and deal with risk (and must do so in a
manner that comports with the rules of legal ethics). Such real-world skills should be
taught to law students.
21. The typical law school curriculum is focused disproportionately on litigation topics.

Law schools’ curricula need to reflect what lawyers actually do in terms of practice
areas. Unlike in the past, a large percentage of practicing attorneys today engage in
little, if any, litigation work and, instead, engage in corporate, transactional,
regulatory, or other non-litigation matters.107 Law school curricula, including the
mandatory first-year curricula, thus need to include less litigation-oriented courses
and more business law, transactional, and regulatory courses.108 A likely explanation
for the continued focus on litigation topics is that most law professors, even if they did
not practice law for any significant period of time, clerked for a judge before becoming
a law professor (where litigation was the only practice area to which they were
exposed).
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See Robert J. Rhee, On Legal Education and Reform: One View Formed from Diverse Perspectives, 70 MD. L. REV.
310, 328-31 (2011); Gillian K. Hatfield, Equipping the Garage Guys in Law, 70 MD. L. REV. 484 (2011); see also Van
Zandt, supra note 10, at 614-15 (noting a course on strategic thinking is now offered at Northwestern Law School).
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See Anthony E. Davis, Legal Ethics and Risk Management: Complimentary Visions of Lawyer Regulation, 21 Geo.
J. LEGAL ETHICS 95 (2008) (discussing the importance of “risk management” in the practice of law).
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Although I know of no specific data regarding what percentage of attorneys are full-time “litigators,” it appears
that most lawyers are not this type of attorney. See, e.g., David Randall, “Vanishing Trials,” A Foolish Consistency
(blog) (Nov. 29, 2006) (“For every lawyer in the litigation department of a large corporate firm there are often 5-10
lawyers in other practice areas. They are real estate lawyers, corporate lawyers, trusts and estates lawyers, tax
lawyers, municipal finance lawyers, environmental lawyers, they almost never set foot inside a courtroom . . . .),
http://trudalane.net/2006/11/29/vanishing-trials/; but cf. Newton, Preaching What They Don’t Practice, supra
note 8, at 109 n.26 (“*I+t appears that a substantial percentage of American lawyers today, perhaps even a
majority, still engage in litigation-related activity as a portion of their law practice”).
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See Rhee, supra note 105, at 327; Louis Schulze, Jr., Transactional Law in the Required Legal Writing Curriculum:
An Empirical Study of the Forgotten Future Business Lawyer, 55 CLEV. ST. L. REV. 59 (2007).
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22. The typical first-year law school curriculum is woefully outdated.109 In the twenty-

first century, it makes little sense to spend the bulk of the first year of law school
focused on common-law litigation-oriented courses (property law, contracts, torts)
and constitutional law. Most law schools still require students to take one or two
semesters of these courses in addition to criminal law (and/or criminal procedure),
civil procedure, and legal research and writing. Rather than follow this outdated
Langdellian model, law schools should fundamentally revamp the first year curriculum
in two ways: (1) expose students to as many different subject matters as realistically
possible (including not only the current 1-L subjects but also many subjects
traditionally taught in upper-level courses, see Thesis 23) and, in a related manner,
divide the 1-L substantive curriculum into two tracks – a litigation track and a nonlitigation track; and (2) develop students’ analytical, writing, and oral communication
skills through daily practical exercises (e.g., simulation exercises concerning
negotiation and litigation; legal research and writing exercises). The latter component
– taught as a daily experiential course – would incorporate the substantive law
principles and doctrine being taught in the traditional classroom. Of course, such an
intensive approach to the 1-L curriculum would require a great deal of teaching time
and coordination by the professoriat – something to which they are not accustomed
(see Thesis 69).
23. Law schools should offer shorter “modules” in addition to semester-long courses.

Rather than requiring students to take only semester-long doctrinal courses, schools
should require students to take numerous intensive “modules” on specific subject
matters, particularly in the first year. For instance, during the first year, students
could take short (e.g., four-week) modules on property law, tort law, contracts,
remedies, constitutional law, civil procedure, criminal law, criminal procedure,
corporate law, commercial law, labor law, securities law, legislation, federal courts,
administrative law, evidence law, international law, intellectual property law, trusts
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Legal Education Analysis and Reform Network (“LEARN”) *consortium of ten law schools], General Description of
Planned Projects, 2009-10 (“At present, more than ever, the Langdellian curriculum, including its mandatory first
year that focuses almost exclusively on common law, is in need of serious re-thinking.”); see also Todd D. Rakoff &
Martha Minow, A Case for Another Case Method, 60 VAND. L. REV. 597, 597 (2007) (“The plain fact is that American
legal education, and especially its formative first year, remains remarkably similar to the curriculum invented at
the Harvard Law School by Christopher Columbus Langdell over a century and a quarter ago. Invented, that is, not
just before the Internet, but before the telephone; not just before man reached the moon, but before he reached
the North Pole; not just before Foucault, but before Freud; not just before Brown v. Board of Education, but before
Plessy v. Ferguson. There have been modifications, of course; but American legal education has been an
astonishingly stable cultural practice.”).
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and estates, real estate transactions, and legal ethics.110 Such first-year modules,
which would include subjects currently given short shrift at many law schools, would
resemble the type of “black letter law” commercial bar review courses or the types of
modules taught in commercial education courses for new attorneys111 rather than the
current first-year law school course, which spends an inordinate amount of time
dissecting appellate cases.112 Such modules would not be intended to make students
experts on any particular subject but, instead, would simply expose them to the
essential points about particular areas of law. Students could take more intensive
upper-level courses on specific subjects that would further develop their substantive
expertise. Such an approach to first-year doctrinal courses also would allow students
to better choose areas of concentration in upper-level courses (see Thesis 24). Even
after the first year, concentrated modules rather than traditional semester-long
courses may prove to be a superior manner of conveying information and skills to law
students, at least for certain topics that may not justify a two- or three-credit hour
course (e.g., negotiation skills). A mixture of traditional semester-long courses and
shorter modules would make the best sense.
24. The current upper-level elective curriculum at most law schools is uncoordinated

and fails to provide students with appropriate opportunities for specialization.
After completing their mandatory courses, law students at many schools are left at sea
in choosing and scheduling courses and often end up taking a somewhat random
combination of courses the selection of which are a function both of what seems
interesting in light of their developing career predilections and what happens to be
available on the schedule. Students should be given more guidance on what courses
to take in view of their career interests (see Thesis 18) and appropriate courses and
modules should be made available each year to all interested students. Upper-level
curricula should include meaningful recommended “tracks” or “sequences” of courses
and modules – such as a commercial litigation track, a criminal law track, and a
corporate/transactional track.113 Although students need not be required to take such
110

See Garvey, supra note 10, at 125 (discussing such an approach taken by University of New Hampshire School of
Law in its Daniel Webster Scholars Program).
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One such commercial legal education company offering such “modules” (currently limited to
corporate/transactional law) is Practical Law Company (http://us.practicallaw.com/about/plc-about-us); see also
“Practical Law Company Materials,” Business Law Prof Blog, June 20, 2011,
http://lawprofessors.typepad.com/business_law/2011/06/practical-law-company-materials.html.
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See William L. Reynolds, Back to the Future in Law Schools, 70 MD. L. REV. 451, 460 (2011).
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Cf. Rhee, supra note 107, at 336.
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tracks – and should be given the option of being “generalists” – they at least should be
made fully aware of what courses and modules are relevant to each track.
25. Law schools should employ “curriculum mapping” in order to assure that all

students receive an equivalent educational experience and also avoid unnecessary
duplication in different courses. A common complaint about law schools’ curricula is
that they lack coordination of the courses being taught that would assure consistency
in what is taught in different sections of the same course and also avoid unnecessary
overlap in different courses. Such a lack of coordination could be avoided through the
use of “curriculum mapping,” a process whereby a law school’s administration
systematically assesses the syllabi in all courses offered to assure that all students
taking different sections of the same course cover the same material and also that
different courses do not contain unnecessary duplication of material.114 Assuming the
ABA adopts the “output measure” amendments to Rules 302-305 (see Thesis 8),
curriculum mapping also will be required to assure that students in fact receive the full
range of necessary instruction.115 In a related manner, law schools should create
specific “learning outcomes” for each course in the “curricular map” (i.e., at the
outset, specifying the skills and knowledge that students should gain from successfully
completing each course).116
26. In its current model, American legal education cannot offer a compelling justification

for the third year of law school. Three years of law school is unnecessary or, at very
least, the third year as it currently exists at the vast majority of law schools does not
add value in view of its significant direct and opportunity costs.117 Suggestions for
making the third year the equivalent of a medical “residency” program118 – which
114

Debra Moss Curtis & David Moss, Curriculum Mapping: Bringing Evidence-Based Frameworks to Legal
Education, 34 NOVA L. REV. 473 (2010).
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Janet W. Fisher, Putting Students at the Center of Legal Education: How an Emphasis on Outcome Measures in
the ABA Standards for Approval of Law Schools Might Transform the Educational Experience of Law Students, 35 S.
ILL. U. L. J. 225, 231-32 (2011).
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See id. at 236-38.
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Jason M. Dolin, Opportunity Lost: How Law School Disappoints Law Students, the Public, and the Legal
Profession, 44 CAL. W. L. REV. 219, 251 (2007) (“The third year of law school is a waste of time and needs to be
radically restructured. . . . The evidence, both empirical and otherwise, is that many of them have checked out
and when they do physically attend their classes they are bored and unprepared.”).
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See, e.g., Karen Sloan, NY Judge Offers AALS a Cure for What Ails It, NAT’L L. J. (Jan. 10, 2012) (discussing Second
Circuit Judge Jose Cabranes’s proposal to the AALS that “they should introduce a two-year core law program
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make good sense – would require the ABA accreditation standards to be amended so
as to allow students to work for pay and credit (as medical residents do) and permit
them to work more than 20 hours per week.119 Although Washington & Lee University
School of Law does not have a full-fledged third-year apprenticeship model, its third
year curriculum comes as close as any law school likely could today to pass muster
under the current ABA accreditation standards.120
27. Like business schools, every law school should offer courses requiring student

collaboration. The current law school educational model unduly stresses
individualism. Class participation (where it exists at all) typically involves an exchange
between professor and individual students, and students’ grades in courses are
assessed based almost exclusively on single end-of-semester exams (see Theses 48 &
51). Other than ad hoc study groups and law reviews, students do not work together
in law school. Contrast business schools, where students often work collaboratively
on projects for grades.121 Because practicing attorneys in the real world often are
required to work together, law schools should incorporate more structured student
collaboration into the educational model, and students’ grades in part should reflect
their ability to work collaboratively.122
28. The typical law school course fails to incorporate “active” or “engaged” learning and

other proven methods of teaching adult learners. The typical law school class
involves a large number of students sitting in large classroom listening to a professor
lecture or engage in some form of the Socratic method. Assuming they are not on
followed by a year-long apprenticeship”); Drew Coursin, Acting Like Lawyers, 2010 WISC. L. REV. 1461, 1496-97
(2010) (proposing a third-year legal “residency” program for law students); see also James Bailey & Carl Leonard,
The New Normal of Law Firms, WASHINGTON BUSINESS JOURNAL (November __, 2011) (“A complete revamping of the
way the legal profession educates its inductees is called for. The transformation of eager student to competent
lawyer needs to be transformed. Business, architecture, accounting, and medical schools all require internships,
residencies, or other forms of experiential learning.”).
119
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Law Schools, Law Firms, or Anyone Else?, 82 N.Y. STATE BAR JOURNAL 20, 23 (Oct. 2010).
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See “Third Third Year in Detail,” http://law.wlu.edu/thirdyear/page.asp?pageid=651.
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Facebook or playing computer games, students spend the bulk of their taking notes
based on the lecture, which usually is based on assigned readings. A minority of the
students in a class each week may participate orally in response to questions or
comments from the professor. Such passive learning is not effective, particularly with
a generation of twenty-something law students who require constant mental
simulation to be engaged. Instead, “active learning”123 or “engaged learning”124– of
which there are a wide variety of methods available, most based on the “problem
based learning” method125 – is a superior mode of conveying information and skills.126
Such active learning is an essential part of medical school education beginning with
the first week of medical school.127 It also is a prominent feature of other professional
schools (e.g., nursing, engineering, architecture, dentistry).128 The same should be
true in law school, where effective methods of teaching adult learners should be
employed.129 If lectures are necessary, they could be pre-recorded and students could
listen to the lectures before coming to class, so as to facilitate active learning in the
classroom itself.
29. The typical law school curriculum today fails to sufficiently develop “learning for

transfer.” “Learning for transfer” is an educational construct that “refers to the
extent to which one is able to transfer skills and knowledge from one context to
another.” 130 Traditionally, in legal education, other than learning how to “think like a
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Hillary Burgess, Deepening the Discourse Using the Legal Mind’s Eye: Lessons from Neuroscience and Psychology
that Optimize Law School Learning, 29 QUINNIPIAC L. REV. 1 (2011).
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Aida A. Alaka, Learning Styles: What Difference Do the Differences Make?, 5 CHARLESTON L. REV. 133, 137 n.7
(2011); see also Tonya Kowalski, True North: Navigating for the Transfer of Learning in Legal Education, 34 SEATTLE
L. REV. 51 (2010).
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lawyer” (i.e., legal analysis), law students have learned the law in a discrete manner –
taking a series of substantive courses on narrow topics that are assessed with a single
end-of-the-semester exam. What has been sorely lacking has been the ability to
engage in the “learning for transfer” to other, real-world contexts that students will
encounter in the actual practice of law. The science of adult learning, as applied to
legal education, strongly supports the “movement away from empty mimicry of the
traditional casebook method and Socratic Method,”131 which have failed to afford
students “systematic training in effective techniques for learning law from the
experience of practicing law.”132
30. Externships and clinical (or equivalent) education should be a graduation

requirement.133 One of the primary themes of both the Carnegie Report and Best
Practices is that law schools need to require more experiential courses in the law
school curriculum.134 The vast majority of law school graduates working their first jobs
who were surveyed by the National Association for Legal Professionals (NALP)
reported that experiential education (clinics and externships) were helpful in their
entry-level legal jobs.135 Yet only two percent of American law schools require
students to participate in clinics as a graduation requirement and only one third of law
students engage in a clinical course.136 Clinics are expensive and have other issues
(e.g., potential malpractice liability, conflicts of interest). Meaningful simulation
courses may be a viable substitute so long as they develop the same skills in students
131
132

Alaka, supra note 130, at 171.
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Anthony G. Amsterdam, Clinical Legal Education – A 21 Century Perspective, 34 J. LEGAL EDUC. 612, 613 (1984);
see also Robert Keeton, Teaching and Testing for Competence in Law Schools, 40 MD. L. REV. 203, 215 (1981)
(“Increased interest in clinical education has tended, however, to focus increased attention on the importance of
learning how to learn and the importance of developing and nurturing good habits of learning.”).
133

See Edwin Chemerinsky, Why Not Clinical Education?, 16 CLINICAL L. REV. 35, 40-41 (2009) (recommending that
the ABA standards make clinical enrollment a mandatory requirement for graduation); Kelly S. Terry, Externships: A
Signature Pedagogy for the Apprenticeship of Professional Identity and Purpose, 59 J. LEGAL EDUC. 240 (2009).
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See Carnegie Report, supra note 3, at 87-88; Best Practices, supra note 3, at 121-51.
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See NALP, 2010 Survey of Law School Experiential Learning Opportunities and Benefits 26 (2010) (noting 63.1%
found clinical courses “very useful” and 21.2% found such courses “useful,” while 60.1% found externships “very
useful” and 23.4% found them to be “useful”), available at http://www.nalp.org/may2011research_exp_learning.
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David A. Santacroce et al., Center for the Study of Applied Legal Education, Report of the 2007-2008 Survey, at
10; see also Rebecca Sandefur & Jeffrey Selbin, The Clinical Effect, 15 CLINICAL L. REV. 57, 78 (Fall 2009) (based on
various empirical studies and studies, estimating that “approximately one-third of contemporary law students are
participating in clinics”).
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as do actual law school clinics.137 Clinical or quasi-clinical learning is the signature
pedagogy of medical education. Its use in legal education makes perfect sense.138 As
Dean Chemerinsky has commented, “It is frightening to imagine medical schools
training doctors who had never seen patients before their graduation. Yet, although
most law schools have clinics, only a minority of students participates. ”139 Clinics and
externships traditionally have been limited to primarily low-income clients or
government offices. That need not be the case, however. Experiential education in
the corporate and commercial law areas is certainly possible.140
31. There should be a mandatory law school course (or module) concerning the fiduciary

relationship between an attorney and the client (including both individual and
institutional clients). Practicing lawyers do not merely work on cases; instead, they
represent clients (individual, corporate, and governmental). An increasingly large
percentage of American attorneys engage in “personal legal services” to clients.141 As
a result, the law schools must recognize the client-centered nature of what lawyers in
the real world do – which schools largely have failed to do since the inception of the
law school in the late 1800s – and provide for formal education on the attorney-client
relationship (not simply from an ethical perspective but from a practical one as
well).142 Law students should be “client ready” – a critical component of being
“practice ready” – upon graduation.143
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See generally Karen Barton et al., Authentic Fictions: Simulation, Professionalism, and Legal Learning, 14 CLINICAL
L. REV. 143 (2007).
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Christine N. Coughlin et al., See One, Do One, Teach One: Dissecting the Use of Medical Education’s Signature
Pedagogy in the Law School Curriculum, 26 GA. ST. U. L. REV. 361 (2010).
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Chemerinsky¸Why Not Clinical Education?, supra note 133, at 36.
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Carl J. Circo, An Educational Partnership Model for Establishing, Structuring, and Implementing a Successful
Corporate Counsel Externship, 17 CLINICAL L. REV. 99 (2010).
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William Hornsby, Challenging the Academy to a Dual (Perspective): The Need to Embrace Lawyering for Personal
Legal Services, 70 MD. L. REV. 420, 435-36 (2011).
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Neil J. Dilloff, The Changing Cultures and Economics of Large Law Firm Practice and Their Impact on Legal
Education, 70 MD. L. REV. 341, 362-63 (2011) (“Because the primary purpose of the lawyer is to serve her clients,
clients should play a role in legal education.”).
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Garvey, supra note 10, at 101.
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32. There should be a mandatory course (or module) on negotiation in law school.

Although most law schools offer a course on negotiation,144 my survey of law school
curricula reveals that such courses are not mandatory in the vast majority of law
schools. They should be. Effective negotiating is an essential skill for virtually all types
of practicing attorneys.145
33. There should be a mandatory course on alternative dispute resolution (ADR). ADR

(including arbitration and mediation) increasingly has supplanted litigation in a
courtroom as a means of resolving legal disputes. For that simple reason, a course on
ADR should be mandatory in law school.146
34. There should be a mandatory course (or module) on quantitative methods in law

school. The use of quantitative analysis is become pervasive in the practice of law.147
It is used by legal policy-makers, expert witnesses in a wide variety of litigation, and by
business attorneys in connection with their clients’ work.148 A law school graduate
thus should possess an elementary knowledge of finance, accounting, econometrics,
and statistics – things that many law students never studied in their undergraduate
years.149
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See Charles B. Craver, Negotiation Ethics for Real World Interactions, 25 OHIO ST. J. DISP. RESOL. 299, 300 (2010).
Id. (noting that “*l+awyers negotiate repeatedly” and in a wide variety of circumstances).
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John Lande & Jean R. Sternlight, The Potential Contribution of ADR to an Integrated Curriculum: Preparing Law
Students for Real World Lawyering, 25 OHIO ST. J. ON DISP. RESOL. 247 (2010).
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Van Zandt, supra note 10, at 614 (“It is very difficult to be a lawyer in any area today without a rudimentary
knowledge of . . . accounting, finance, and statistics.”)
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See, e.g., U.S. Sent. Comm’n, Demographic Differences in Federal Sentencing Practices: An Update of the Booker
Report’s Multivariate Regression Analysis (2010), available at
http://www.ussc.gov/Research/Research_Publications/2010/20100311_Multivariate_Regression_Analysis_Report.
pdf; Daniel L. Rubinfeld, Reference Guide on Multiregression Analysis [in REFERENCE GUIDE ON SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE 420
nd
(Federal Judicial Center 2 ed. 2000)] (“Over the past several decades the use of regression analysis in court has
grown widely. Although multiple regression analysis has been used most frequently in cases of sex and race
discrimination and antitrust violations, other applications have ranged across a variety of cases, including those
involving census undercounts, voting rights, the study of the deterrent effect of the death penalty, and intellectual
property.”) (footnotes and citations omitted), available at
www.fjc.gov/public/pdf.nsf/lookup/11.mult_reg.pdf/$File/11.mult_reg.pdf.
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An excellent (and relatively short) textbook for such a course is Robert M. Lawless et al., EMPIRICAL METHODS IN
LAW (Aspen 2010).
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35. There should be a mandatory course on legislation and administrative law in law

school. Since the advent of the Langdellian model of legal education in the late
nineteenth century, the American legal system has seen a dramatic shift from
“common law” as the primary font of law to statutes and, increasingly, administrative
regulations and administrative adjudication. We now live in a “regulatory state.”150
For that reason, it makes little sense to focus the law school curriculum, particularly in
the first year, on common law courses (torts, property, and contracts). A mandatory
course (or courses) on the legislation and administrative law should exist at every
school. 151
36. There should be a mandatory course on globalization of the legal system. Recent

decades have seen an increasing globalization of the law. The law school curriculum
should respond with a mandatory course on international law and the effect of
globalization on the legal system and the practice of law.152
37. There should be a mandatory course on remedies. Every competent civil litigator

knows that the first question to ask when a client is contemplating a lawsuit is
whether there is a realistic remedy for an alleged violation of the client’s rights. Ubi
jus, ibi remedium153 often is a hollow legal maxim in the modern legal system.
Qualified immunity, sovereign immunity, the running of the statute of limitations, a
lack of an attorneys-fee-shifting statute, a prospective defendant’s bankruptcy, and
many other remedial hurdles often stand in the way of a viable lawsuit. Law students
who have taken the standard common-law courses (torts, contracts, and property)
and upper-level litigation courses (e.g., commercial law) typically are exposed to little,
if, any remedial law. For that reason, law schools should make remedies a mandatory
upper-level course in order to make law school graduates truly “think like a lawyer.”
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See, e.g. Lisa Heinzerling & Mark Tushnet, THE REGULATORY AND ADMINISTRATIVE STATE: MATERIALS, CASES, COMMENTS
(2006).
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Edward Rubin, Curricular Stress, 60 J. LEGAL EDUC. 110, 113 (2010) (“First-year students should take a required
course on legislation, regulation, and the structure of the administrative state.”); Ethan J. Leib, Adding Legislation
Courses to the First-Year Curriculum, 58 J. LEGAL EDUC. 166 (2008); cf. Elizabeth Garrett, Legal Scholarship in the Age
of Legislation, 34 TULSA L. REV. 679, 679 (1999) (“Notwithstanding the importance of the legislative process to
complete, sophisticated legal analysis, the legal academy focuses very little of its attention on Congress and the
state legislatures.”).
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Toni M. Fine, Reflections on U.S. Law Curricular Reform, 10 GERMAN L. J. 717, 734-37 (2009).
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“Where there is a right, there is a remedy.”
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38. There should be a mandatory course (or module) on factual investigation and factual

development. Likely because most law professors have little experience as
practitioners (see Thesis 61), law schools often fail to appreciate that factual
investigation and development is as or more important a professional tool as legal
research for a practicing attorney. Competent practitioners must possess such skills as
effective witness interviewing, document review (including electronic discovery), and
Internet/computer database investigation (e.g., for witnesses or assets). Such skills
are not amenable to being taught in a traditional law school lecture course; they are
effectively taught in an experiential course.
39. Courses (or modules) on the practical side of running a law practice (as a business)

should be common in law schools’ curricula. Three-fourths of all law school
graduates go into private practice, and two-thirds of those end up working as solo
practitioners or in small firms (i.e., firms with five or less attorneys) – compared to
only 14% who work for big firms (i.e., those with more than 100 attorneys).154 For that
reason, courses on the practical side of running a law firm as a business should be
made available and encouraged at law schools and perhaps made mandatory at
schools from which a majority of graduates ultimately become solos or members of
small law firms. 155 Currently, only a small fraction of law schools offer such a
course.156
40. Law schools should offer courses (or modules) on the business of law (i.e., business

development and professional networking). Perhaps one of the greatest practical
gap in legal education today is the lack of any training on the “business of law” – that
is, business development and networking.157 Any private practitioner will tell you that
154

Hornsby, supra note 141, at 436-37 (noting that, in the past decade, four times as many lawyers worked as solo
practitioners as “big firm” lawyers); see also Michael Kelly, A Gaping Hole in American Legal Education, 70 MD. L.
REV. 440, 441 & n.7 (2011) (noting that, as of 2000, nearly half of all private attorneys were solo practitioners;
further noting a “substantial spike in the number of solo practitioners in the 1990s”).
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See Debra Moss Curtis, Teaching Law Office Management: Why Law Students Need to Know the Business of
Being a Lawyer, 71 ALBANY L. REV. 201 (2008); see also Charlotte S. Alexander, Learning to Be Lawyer: Professional
Identity and the Law School Curriculum, 70 MD. L. REV. 465 (2011) (contending that law schools should offer
practical courses about the “fundamentals of law practice”); Gary A. Munneke, Managing a Law Practice: What
You Need to Learn in Law School, 30 PACE L. REV. 1207 (2010) (same).
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See Curtis, supra note 155, at 206 (noting that, as of 2008, only 64 of 195 ABA-accredited law schools offered
such a course).
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See Neil J. Dilloff, The Changing Cultures and Economics of Large Law Firm Practice and Their Impact on Legal
Education, 70 MD. L. REV. 341, 356-57 (2011) (“Making *r+ain is the *n+ame of the *g+ame. Client development,
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success in the practice of law depends heavily on this skill – of which the vast majority
of law school professors seem oblivious.
41. Every law school should offer at least one meaningful management/leadership

course (or module) in the upper-level curriculum. In my two decades of practice, I
have witnessed a pervasive lack of leadership and management skills among senior
attorneys in the private and public sectors. This is not surprising because the typical
law school curriculum does not teach anything about leadership and management
principles.158 Educating law students in such principles is essential because
increasingly in today’s world, lawyers are “project managers.”159 Law schools should
learn from business schools and offer one or more courses (or modules) on
leadership/management and organizational science.160
42. Virtually all law school courses should be “professional responsibility” courses.

Professional responsibility cannot be effectively absorbed by law students into their
professional identities by taking a single three-credit course (particularly during the
third year of law school, by which time many students already have “checked out”).
Rather than attempt to distill principles of legal ethics into a single course,
professional responsibility should be incorporated into virtually all law school
courses.161 To do so will require extensive coordination by a law school’s
administration and faculty members. A short module on professional responsibility
while always important, has now clearly become job number one. . . . [L]aw schools should include business and
marketing courses in their curricula.”); Van Zandt, supra note 10, at 614 (contending that law schools should teach
students about professional “networking”).
158

Silvia Hodges, Law Schools Obliged to Provide Business and Management Education; Firms Obligated to Listen,
09-12 PARTNER’S REPORT 1 (2009).
159

See Deborah L. Rhode, Lawyers as Leaders, 2010 MICH. ST. L. REV. 413 (2010); Van Zandt, supra note 10, at 614
(“Basic project management skills and leadership are *an essential+ competency [of an attorney]. When a lawyer,
particularly in a firm, begins, he or she must be able to take on an assignment, evaluate resources and alternatives,
work with other staff or other lawyers, and complete that assignment effectively. This ultimately leads to
leadership positions later. Essentially, leadership encompasses a broader set of project management abilities.”);
see also William D. Henderson, Three Generations of U.S. Lawyers: Generalists, Specialists, and Project Managers,
70 MD. L. REV. 373 (2011).
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Michael Kelly, A Gaping Hole in American Legal Education, 70 MD. L. REV. 440, 447-48 (2011) (contending that
law schools fail to teach “organizational dynamics” in “law practice organizations”).
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Amy Timmer & John Berry, The ABA’s Excellent and Inevitable Journey to Incorporating Professionalism in Law
School Accreditation Standards, 20 No. 1 PROF. LAW. 1 (2010); Kenneth Clark, The Legacy of Watergate for Legal
Ethics instruction, 51 HASTINGS L. J. 673, 675-76 (1999-2000).
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issues at the outset of law school (see Thesis 23) would lay a good foundation for
students’ more in-depth learning about professional responsibility in subsequent
courses.
43. Virtually all doctrinal courses should be “legal writing” courses. Rather than base

students’ grades solely on an end-of-the-semester exam, students’ grades in doctrinal
courses also should be based upon some written product requiring independent
research – a short term paper; a legal memorandum; or a mock pleading or judicial
opinion addressing a hypothetically disputed legal issue. Such written works need not
be lengthy or complex. But they should be a regular component of a student’s grade
in the vast majority of courses, particularly after the first year courses. Students’
facility in writing – which has become increasingly endangered in this era of ubiquitous
cell phone texting – will increase if they are required to do it on a frequent basis.
Written assignments in most courses will require more work from professors and,
realistically, will be viable only with smaller class sizes. (See Thesis 46). Bringing
about a change from a single in-class exam in the vast majority of doctrinal classes by
adding an out-of-class writing requirement will, realistically, necessitate a change in
ABA accreditation standard 302(a)(3), which currently only requires only “one
rigorous writing experience in the first year and [only] one additional rigorous writing
experience after the first year.”162 Schools will not likely make such a change on their
own.
44. Virtually all doctrinal courses should be “experiential” or “skills” courses. Law

schools should abolish the dichotomy between “doctrinal” courses and experiential
courses or at least blur the artificial bright line between them that currently exists.
Other than in the first-year “modules” discussed in Thesis 23, law students should not
primarily sit and take notes while listening to a professor talk.163 Such passive learning
(even when supplemented by the Socratic method, which involves some professorstudent interchanges) should be limited in doctrinal courses. Instead, students should
162

ABA Accreditation Standard 302(a)(3).
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Edward Rubin, What’s Wrong with Langdell’s Method, and What to Do About It, 60 VAND. L. REV. 609, 663, 665
(2007) (“*T+he subject matter of skills and clinical courses is not integrated with traditional lecture courses. The
clinic is a separate physical facility in most law schools, often located off-site to be more accessible to the clients.
Most faculty members have only a vague idea of what the clinic is teaching and how those experiences might
relate to their own materials. Skills courses, although physically located in regular law school classrooms, are often
taught by practitioners who are equally isolated from the regular faculty. . . . A modern approach to legal
education would integrate experiential learning into the regular educational program.”).
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engage in at least some experiential learning in all courses. Each week, at least a
significant portion of the students in the class should engage in some type of activity
that teaches them the relevant legal principles using simulation exercises.164 In order
to have such active learning opportunities, students must be taught in relatively small
classes (20 students or less) – which will require more work from professors (see
Theses 46 & 69).
45. Academic freedom should not be used as a justification to give law professors carte

blanche to teach courses in the manner that they see fit. In terms of curricular and
pedagogical matters, law professors generally are given very wide latitude by their
school’s administration.165 They usually may choose their own course materials and
teach the course and assess students in the manner that they see fit. Some professors
are excellent teachers, use appropriate course materials, and cover a particular course
in adequate breadth and depth. Others engage in ineffective teaching methods,
assign reading materials that are tangentially or theoretically related to the subject
matter, and spend an inordinate amount time covering a small portion of the course
materials that interests them at the expense of the bulk of the course. Academic
freedom – as it is understood in relation to the First Amendment (where it finds its
primary rationale)166 – is meant chiefly to protect a professors’ scholarship and oral
statements outside the classroom but does not extend in the same degree to the
manner in which professors teach students in the classroom (in terms of curriculum
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For example, in my Criminal Litigation course – which covers much of the substantive law normally covered in
Criminal Procedure I and II courses (i.e., constitutional criminal procedure) -- students engage in simulation
exercises each week (in which they role-play prosecutors, defense lawyers, and trial judges regarding each stage of
a criminal prosecution from the preliminary hearing to post-trial motions). See Brent E. Newton, CRIMINAL LITIGATION
rd
AND LEGAL ISSUES IN CRIMINAL PROCEDURE (NITA 3 ed. 2009). Students are given weekly feedback and their grades in
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The ABA accreditation authority’s statement on “academic freedom” may be found at
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publications/misc/legal_education/Standards/2011_2012_aba_st
andards_appendix1.authcheckdam.pdf. It generally states that law professors “are entitled to full freedom in
research and in the publication of the results” and also that they “are entitled to freedom in the classroom in
discussing their subject” (with certain limited exceptions). Id.
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Keyishian v. Board of Regents of University of State of N. Y., 385 U.S. 589, 603-04 (1967). Of course, private law
schools are not generally bound by the First Amendment, yet the ABA accreditation authority (which governs both
private and public law schools) injects a quasi-governmental element by its regulation of private law schools. Thus,
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discussing First Amendment academic freedom for public universities and their professors.
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and pedagogy).167 Particularly in a professional school whose primary mission should
be to produce fiduciaries responsible for the life, liberty, and property of their clients,
the professors should have more limited discretion when it comes to imparting the
necessary knowledge, skills, and professional values to students.168 While professors
should be afforded reasonable discretion with respect to course materials and
teaching and assessment methods and should be given the protections of traditional
academic freedom for what they publish,169 they should be required to adhere to
some degree of uniformity in terms of what (and how) they teach. Otherwise, many
students (and their future clients) will be unfairly short-changed in the instruction that
they receive from professors.
46. The typical law school course has an excessive student-teacher ratio, particularly in

first-year courses. Particularly in first-year courses, typical law school class sizes are
too large to allow for meaningful student participation. Such student engagement is
critical. When they are not engaged, many students lose focus. Where laptops are
permitted in class,170 many students spend their time on Facebook or other social
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Cf. Edwards v. California University of Pennsylvania, 156 F.3d 488, 491-92 (3d Cir. 1998) (“*T+he case law from
the Supreme Court and this court on academic freedom and the First Amendment compel the conclusion that
Edwards does not have a constitutional right to choose curriculum materials in contravention of the University's
dictates.”); Bishop v. Aronov, 926 F.2d 1066, 1075-76 (11th Cir. 1991) (When a professor and a university "disagree
about a matter of content in the courses he teachers, [then] the university must have the final say in such a
dispute.").
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See Friedland, supra note 100, at 126; see also Richard A. Matasar, Defining Our Responsibilities: Being an
Academic Fiduciary, 17 J. CONTEMP. LEGAL ISSUES 67, 111 (2008) (“Academic freedom cannot prevent *the
administration of a law school] from demanding rigorous, consistent, coordinated teaching by the faculty.").
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Although the protections of academic freedom should extend to professors’ legal scholarship, law schools’
expectation about the type of scholarship written by their professors – in terms of hiring, tenure, and promotion –
should change. See Theses 64, 78-79.
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See, e.g., Kristen E. Murray, Let Them Use Laptops: Debunking the Assumptions Underlying the Debate Over
Laptops in the Classroom, OKLA. CITY U. L. REV. 185, 186 (2011) (“Laptops started appearing in law school classrooms
about fifteen years ago, and they are most likely here to stay. Law schools at first ostensibly welcomed them,
making renovations to accommodate the innovation by putting outlets at the seats in lecture halls and seminar
classes. Internet access came next, along with smart classrooms. Most law students now sit in classrooms that
appear friendly to technological innovation. Law professors, however, have had mixed reactions to the presence
of laptops in law school classrooms. Some believe they are a beneficial innovation for students; others go further
and argue that law professors should find ways to engage the laptops as part of our teaching. Others believe the
opposite: that they interfere with and inhibit learning. Many balance these competing considerations when
deciding how to handle the issue; some ultimately decide to ban them from their classrooms.”).
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networking sites, play computer games, or text their friends using cell phones.171
Smaller class sizes allow for more meaningful pedagogy and student engagement.172
Smaller class sizes would require professors to teach more courses per year (see
Thesis 69).
47. The near ubiquitous use of commercial outlines by law students in core courses

demonstrates that many students are not being effectively taught the material and
are not engaged in class. It is widely known that, for decades, most law students
regularly have used commercial outlines for some or all of their law school doctrinal
courses. In their instruction, many professors simply track a standard casebook, upon
which the commercial outline is based, and students are less motivated to be engaged
in class because they know they can simply study the outline for class and also for the
final exam. I am not proposing the banishment of the commercial outline. It is merely
one of many symptoms, not the cause, of the illness afflicting legal education. Rather,
I am calling for major curricular and pedagogical reforms in order to cure the disease.
I submit that, if law school courses were taught effectively, most students would not
consider them to be necessary.
48. The Socratic method should not be the primary pedagogical method used in law

school. Law school professors and deans generally like the Socratic (or “case
dialogue”)173 method. It is relatively easy for the professor (who simply follows cases
in the assigned casebook); it allows the professor to feel powerful vis-à-vis students,
who tend to be intimidated by the method; and it is relatively cheap to administer
because it traditionally has been employed with large classes.174 Yet the Socratic
171

I recently toured a “first tier” law school at which I was invited to speak on legal education reform. During my
tour, I was shown several doctrinal classes that were being taught. Each time the professor who escorted me
showed me a classroom, I pointed out the substantial percentage of students – as many as half in some classes –
who were on Facebook or other Internet sites unrelated to the law.
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See Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar, A Survey of Law School Curricula, at 23 (noting “the
significant decrease in the small section experience, outside of a legal writing course” in the first-year curriculum at
law schools; “the small section experience . . . *has+ been largely eliminated”), available at
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/migrated/legaled/publications/curriculumsurvey/Curriculum_Sur
vey.authcheckdam.pdf.
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John Lande & Jean R. Sternlight, The Potential Contribution of ADR and the Future of Dispute System Design, 25
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method is an ineffective pedagogical method. It does not resemble the type of human
interchange that lawyers have with other lawyers, clients, or judges in the real world.
Any meaningful reform of legal education will involve the abolition or significant
modification of this nineteenth century pedagogy.175
49. Casebooks should not be the primary course materials used in law school courses.

The law school casebook – a collection of mostly appellate decisions relevant to a
particular subject matter – was developed in the late 1800s at Harvard Law School.
Casebooks remain the primary type of course materials used in law school (which, as
noted above, emphasize litigation-oriented courses). The casebook method, which is
used in conjunction with the Socratic method, allows for a relatively easy manner of
instruction because the cases basically teach themselves. Casebooks are popular
among both academic publishers and the professoriat (who write them) because they
are big profit-makers: they are very expensive for students and require regular
updates in editions to reflect frequent changes in the law (thus foreclosing the
secondary market of used books). There are superior alternative written course
materials: hornbooks (i.e., legal textbooks that distill the relevant principles and
include citations to primary legal authorities but do not include lengthy excerpts of
cases) and practical course materials. One effective method using “hands on”
practical materials is the “case study” method using real or simulated case files.176
This method can be used to teach not only litigation-oriented topics but also
corporate/transactional topics.177
50. Law school courses should do more to develop and assess students’ oral

communication skills. A typical law school course involves the average student’s
speaking only a few times per semester (if at all). Students are primarily or exclusively
assessed based on their grades on a single written exam at the end of the semester.
Effective oral communication is an essential skill for every type of attorney and is not
simply necessary for litigators.178 Law school courses need to incorporate oral
175

Edward Rubin, What’s Wrong with Langdell’s Method, and What to Do About It, 60 VAND. L. REV. 609 (2007).
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See Rhee, supra note 105, at 337 & n.157.
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See, e.g., Gillian K. Hadfield, Equipping the Garage Guys in Law, 70 MD. L. REV. 848, (2011) (discussing an
experiential learning experience using the “case” method with both J.D. and M.B.A. students at USC in the
corporate/transactional context).
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See Jim McElhaney, More Than Just Words: This Is What It Really Means to Talk Like a Lawyer, ABA JOURNAL (Jan.
2012) (“A lawyer is a professional speaker. You talk for a living. Every time you say something as a lawyer, you are
making a professional presentation.”)
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communication by students as an integral part of the classroom experience – whether
by way of oral advocacy exercises, negotiation simulation, or other types of public
speaking exercises. Students should also regularly be videotaped and required to
review their public speaking. In courses where I have videotaped students in their oral
presentations, they invariably have benefited from the “self-feedback” in observing
themselves. Furthermore, like medical schools do, law schools should expand grading
to include oral as well as written assessments.179 This innovation in legal education,
too, would require smaller teacher-student ratios in order to be viable (see Thesis 46).
51. The traditional end-of-semester written exam as the primary or sole determinate of

law students’ grades is a woefully inadequate assessment tool. An end-of-semester
written exam is still the primary or exclusive means for determining students’ grades
in the typical law school course.180 There is a tremendous need for a sea change in
student assessments in law schools. Much like elementary, secondary, and
undergraduate education, legal education will be most effective if there are several
different types of assessments throughout the semester. There should be both
formative and summative assessments.181 There also typically should be out-of-class
written assignments and some type of oral assessment (see Theses 50 & 51).
52. In addition to assessments in each course, students’ competencies should be

assessed on a “global” basis at discrete points in law school. Currently, at the vast
majority of law schools, the only “global” assessment of students is the requirement
that they maintain a certain minimum grade point average. What is missing in terms
of assessments of students is a genuine global assessment of their competencies –
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See Friedland, supra note 100, at 115.

180

Matthew J. Wilson, U.S. Legal Education Methods and Ideals: Application to the Japanese and Korean Systems,
18 CARDOZO J. INT’L & COMP. L. 295, 355 (2010) (“*M+ost U.S. law school courses fall short in educationally sound
assessment techniques, by assessing performance based on a single examination administered at the end of the
semester.”); Harvey Gilmore, To Failure and Back: How Law Rescued Me From the Depths, 10 FLA. COASTAL L. REV.
567, 579 (2009) (“In law school . . . most classes do not have midterm exams or other graded assignments during
the semester.”).
181

Rogelio A. Lasso, Is Our Students Learning? Using Assessments to Measure and Improve Law School Learning
and Performance, 15 BARRY L. REV. 73 (2010); Andrea A. Curcio, Moving in the Direction of Best Practices and the
Carnegie Report: Reflections on Using Multiple Assessments in a Large-Section Doctrinal Course, 19 WIDENER L. J.
159 (2009).
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either annually or at the end of law school.182 Such a global assessment is required in
other graduate and professional schools183 and should be required in law schools as
well. In addition to taking some type of examination that tests all necessary
competencies, law students should be required to keep “portfolios” of their work
(e.g., term papers, videos of their performances in mock trial or moot court
competitions, memos prepared during summer jobs) that are evaluated as part of an
cumulative assessment before graduation.184 Such a global assessment process within
law schools will afford prospective employers and the public that law students are
competent to practice as entry-level practitioners – something the current bar exam
does not assure (see Thesis 89).

D. Deficiencies in Law School Faculties
53. The current model for recruiting and hiring law school faculty – the AALS “meat

market” system and the “job talk” process – fails to focus on the correct skill set for
aspiring professors. In the fall of each year, aspiring law professors gather at a large
faculty recruitment conference sponsored by the Association of American Law Schools
(AALS) – commonly referred to as the “meat market.” Law schools typically interview
several candidates and invite a portion back to their campuses for interviews and the
all-important “job talk.”185 At the meat market (and later during an on-campus
interview), the name of the game for most law schools, particularly those in the first
“tier” of the USNWR rankings, is a doctrinal candidate’s “scholarly agenda.”186
182

Jerry R. Foxhaven, Beyond Grading: Assessing Student Readiness to Practice Law, 16 CLINICAL L. REV. 335 (2010)
(contending that “global” or “holistic” assessments of law students’ competencies should be required in addition
to their passing discrete law school courses).
183

See, e.g., Carpenter et al., Report of the Outcome Measures Committee, supra note 56, at 40 (discussing
osteopathic medical education’s use of student portfolios in the student assessment process).
184

Garvey, supra note 10, at 121 (discussing University of New Hampshire’s Daniel Webster Scholars Program’s use
of such “portfolios” in the global assessment process).
185

Anne Enquist et al., From Both Sides Now: The Job Talk’s Role in Matching Candidates with Law Schools,
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1687378 (Oct. 4, 2010) (noting that “the job talk is now a key
part of hiring decisions”).
186

See Wendel, supra note 92 (in giving advice to aspiring law professors, Professor Wendel has stated that “your
research agenda” is “probably the single most important piece of information the appointments committee will be
seeking” at the meat market). At most schools, a “scholarly agenda” is much less important for experiential
professors, who constitute a small fraction of most law faculties. See, e.g., Careers in Law School Teaching
Handbook 8 (Cornell Law School 2011) (“The clinical faculty member’s workload typically emphasizes teaching
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Although the typical interview process will include a discussion and evaluation of a
candidate’s teaching interests, the critical issue that dictates hiring decisions at most
schools is the subject of what law review articles the candidate has published in the
past and what she intends to publish in the future.187 The typical tenure-track
candidate’s “job talk” is the equivalent of a scholarly presentation of a paper at an
academic law conference.188 Rather than focusing primarily on a scholarly agenda
and presentation of academic scholarship, prospective professors should be required
to spend the bulk of the interview discussing their ideas about and displaying their
genuine enthusiasm for teaching, mentoring, and assessing law students. Candidates
also should be routinely required to evince their prowess (or potential prowess) as a
teacher – by demonstrating how they actually would teach a class.
54. Visiting Assistant Professorships (“VAPs”) in their current form should be abolished.

A recent trend in the legal academy, particularly at “top tier” schools, is the “visiting
assistant professorship” (or VAP), which also is called a law school “fellowship.”189
Law schools typically hire as VAPs recent law school graduates (who’ve perhaps
clerked and worked for a short amount of time as a practitioner or who are finishing a
Ph.D. program) who are considered promising legal scholars. The VAPs spend a year
or two at the law school writing law review articles and usually teaching a course each
much more than scholarship, whereas for the doctrinal teacher it is just the opposite.”); id. at 12 (“*T+he focus of
most legal-writing positions . . . is on teaching rather than scholarship, although scholarship is usually
encouraged.”), available at http://www.lawschool.cornell.edu/publicservice/upload/Complete-Handbookfinal.pdf.
187

Careers in Law School Teaching Handbook, supra note 186, at 14 (“Candidates for doctrinal teaching positions
should expect these interviews to be substantive and intense. The focus is usually on the content of a paper itself,
and committee members want to see whether the candidate is conversant with the literature, can anticipate and
deal with counter-arguments, can explain the significance of the research to non-specialists, and has a broader,
longer-term agenda that is related to the paper under discussion. There may also be some questions about areas
of teaching interests and maybe even pedagogical methods (how do you feel about the Socratic method?), but
candidates should be prepared for what can be described as a moot court argument on their work.”); see also id.
at 3-4 (“Schools have come to recognize that top grades and credentials do not necessarily predict excellence in
scholarship. Instead, the very best predictor of publication success in the future is publication success in the past.
Nowadays it is virtually impossible to get hired anywhere without having at least one substantial article published
beyond a student note.”).
188

Careers in Law School Teaching Handbook, supra note 186, at 15 (“The most important stage of the
interviewing process is the campus visit and job talk. For doctrinal candidates, a job talk will be a workshop-style
presentation of a scholarly paper.”).
189

See Paul L. Caron, “Fellowships for Aspiring Law Professors,”
http://taxprof.typepad.com/taxprof_blog/2008/09/fellowships-for.html.
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semester. 190 The primary (if not sole) purpose of the VAP is to afford aspiring law
professors “the time, support, and mentoring they need to develop a research agenda
and publish articles.”191 Such a program should be abolished or at least significantly
modified. The idea of a non-tenure track, short-term assistant professorship is not
objectionable; however, the primary purpose of such a position should be for a new
professor to show promise not only as a scholar but also – more importantly – as an
effective teacher. Although VAPs usually do some teaching, their teaching is
secondary, and their scholarship is their central focus. That should change. Law
students should not be subsidizing such law review scholars-in-training with their
tuition dollars.
55. Most full-time law professors are preoccupied with writing law review articles,

which diverts substantial time and resources away from their teaching and service
duties. Even after she is hired and given tenure, the typical full-time law professor
(particularly a “doctrinal” as opposed to an “experiential” professor) remains
preoccupied with academic legal scholarship at the expense of teaching law students
to be effective practitioners and contributing to the legal profession in other ways
(e.g., by working on pro bono cases).192 Rather than hiring professors who
disproportionately focus on academic legal scholarship, law schools need to hire the
equivalent of medical school professors traditionally known as “triple threats” –
professors who excel at teaching, practical skills, and scholarship.193 Attorneys with
190

Wendel, supra note 92 (discussing VAPs); see also Newton, Preaching What They Don’t Practice, supra note 8,
at 133-34 (same).
191

Wendel, supra note 92.

192

In theory, law professors’ professional duties are three-fold: teaching, scholarship, and “service” (to the school
and public – through such activities as serving on faculty committees and engaging in pro bono legal work). See
ABA Accreditation Standard 404(a). Yet, in reality, scholarship is their primary focus. See Careers in Law School
Teaching Handbook, supra note 186, at 2 (“*S+cholarship rather than teaching is the primary focus of the*]
professional lives [of doctrinal law professors]. The hiring, evaluation, promotion, and compensation of doctrinal
law professors are mostly based on their records of publication. While many people are attracted to this career
because they enjoy classroom teaching, it is really far more a research and writing job than a teaching job. There is
constant pressure to research, develop, write, edit, publish, and promote one’s scholarship while at the same time
stay up on class preparation, meet with students, and teach class. Professors also travel to conferences and faculty
workshops at other schools to present works in progress and completed papers. Without a lot of fire in the belly to
succeed as a scholar, it is hard to balance these responsibilities.”); see also Richard A. Matasar, Defining Our
Responsibilities: Being an Academic Fiduciary, 17 J. CONTEMP. LEGAL ISSUES 67, 71-73 (2008) (observing that, of the
three components of a law professor’s professional obligations, scholarship is typically given disproportionate
attention at the expense of the other two).
193

Symposium, Models from Other Disciplines, supra note 128, at 181 (“One of the interesting differences between
academic law and academic medicine relates to the caste system. The medical school equivalent of the legal
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strong academic track records who later succeeded in practice are precisely the ones
with such broad skill sets. Yet, currently, such persons are shunned in the hiring
process, particularly at so-called “elite” law schools, because they have too much
practical experience (see Thesis 61).
56. There is no significant relationship between a typical law professor’s prowess as a

legal scholar and his teaching effectiveness. The current skill set valued in the legal
academy – which relates primarily to a professor’s ability to research and write
academic legal scholarship – has no meaningful correlation to a professor’s overall
teaching effectiveness.194 If faculty members generally spent more time teaching and
mentoring students and less time engaging in legal scholarship, students would
benefit from smaller student/teacher ratios and more interaction with their
professors. Furthermore, if professors were hired based on a different skill set – one
related to their records as successful practitioners and their prowess as teachers –
students would benefit from the resulting teaching excellence.

Brahmin, the role that I aspired to when I joined a medical school faculty, is to be a ‘triple threat.’ A triple threat is
a faculty member who has not only mastered the theory and science of medicine (as a successful published
investigator), but has also mastered the practice of medicine (both as a highly competent clinician and teacher).”)
(remarks of Dr. Daniel B. Hinshaw, University of Michigan School of Medicine).
194

Benjamin Barton, Is There a Correlation Between Law Professor Publication Counts, Law Review Citation Counts,
and Teaching Evaluations? An Empirical Study, 5 J. EMPIRICAL L. STUDIES 619 (2008) (discussing results of author’s
study of data from 20 public law schools, including schools from all four “tiers” in the U.S. News & World Report
law school rankings, and concluding “there is either no correlation or a slight positive correlation between teaching
evaluations and publication counts or citation counts”); Deborah Jones Merritt, Research and Teaching on Law
Faculties, 73 CHI-KENT L. REV. 765, 767 (1998) (“Consistent with many other studies in this field, the article finds no
significant relationship between excellence in teaching and distinction in scholarship. Instead, teaching excellence
appears difficult to predict, at least with currently available predictors, while scholarly distinction relates most
strongly to earlier achievement in scholarship.”); Fred R. Shapiro, They Published, Not Perished, But Were They
Good Teachers?, 73 CHI-KENT L. REV. 835, 840 (1998) (“It is hard to escape the judgment that while, generally, praise
of teaching is a nearly universal feature of tributes to law faculty, for the most highly cited scholars, it is often
completely absent from their tributes, and this despite the fact that such scholars typically are accorded much
longer tributes than is the norm. Good teaching, indeed teaching period, was not part of the story of many of their
lives. . . . [I]n a reward system based, in law schools as in universities as a whole, on published scholarship
credentials, emphasis on teaching inevitably perishes, and those who succeed admirably in the scholarship game
may nonetheless have some kind of problem with the task of teaching law students.”); see also Edward Rubin,
Should Law Schools Support Faculty Research?, 17 J. CONTEMP. LEGAL ISSUES 139, 154 (2008) (“For every professor
who conveys a sense of excitement to the students because she is engaged in active research, there is another
who is so intrigued or distracted by his research that he is entirely uninterested in teaching. . . . Conversely,
examples abound of master or even legendary teachers who never carried out research, but devoted their
considerable talents and energies to their classroom performance. Thus, while there is almost certainly a
connection between knowledge and teaching ability, the connection between research and teaching ability is
attenuated at best, and the great likelihood is that these two skills vary almost independently of one another.”).
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57. Teaching excellence (or failure) is a minor factor in terms of hiring, promotion, and

tenure decisions at law schools. Despite giving lip service to “teaching excellence,”
most law schools – when it comes to the important decisions concerning hiring,
promotion, and tenure – care relatively little about their professors’ teaching skills
(whether good or poor) and, instead, focus disproportionately on academic legal
scholarship.195 Because many law schools place a lower priority on teaching excellence
than scholarship, professors – particularly young professors – sometimes are assigned
to teach courses for which they lack expertise because of gaps in the faculty during a
particular semester. This most commonly occurs in first-year foundational courses.
(A running joke – that, sadly, is true in some cases – is that the professor teaching
Contracts has never prepared a real contract for a real client.) A law school whose
first priority is teaching always would have a deep enough bench to avoid this shortchanging of students.
58. Law schools should foster teaching excellence systematically. If law schools were

not so preoccupied with academic legal scholarship and devoted more time and
resources to “teaching the teachers” to be more effective – using the latest research
on learning – the quality of legal education would significantly improve.196
195

Frank T. Read & M.C. Mirow, So Now You’re a Law Professor: A Letter from the Dean, 2009 CARDOZO L. REV. DE
NOVO 55, 59 n.13 (“Sadly, at most institutions – even those espousing ‘excellence in teaching’ as a goal –
scholarship is now king. Teaching takes a distant second place. No one in the past twenty years has heard of a
promotion or a lateral move based solely on ‘excellence in teaching.’”); Bethany Rubin Henderson, Asking the Lost
Question: What is the Purpose of Law School?, 53 J. LEGAL EDUC. 48, 65-66 (2003) (“Law schools generally fail to
meet expectations about teaching. They neither offer incentives for good teaching nor even define it. The only
consistent feedback on their teaching that law teachers receive comes from end-of-term student evaluations.
Furthermore, law schools . . . encourage faculty to focus primarily on scholarship – researching, writing, and
publishing – and they create, through the tenure process, a very real disincentive for faculty to expend more than
minimal energy on teaching. In decisions on hiring, promotion, tenure, and salary, scholarship is the weightiest
factor; significant publications more than make up for barely passable teaching.”). Many law professors appear to
share Professor Owen Fiss’s opinion: “Law professors are not paid to train lawyers, but to study the law and to
teach their students what they happen to discover.” “Of Law and River,” and of Nihilism and Academic Freedom,
35 J. LEGAL EDUC. 1, 26 (1985) (letter from Owen M. Fiss to Paul D. Carrington).
196

Wegner, supra note 14, at 874 (“The professoriate . . . has very little training in educational effectiveness or
assessment principles.”); id. at 885 (“Most legal educators are ignorant about the profound developments in the
‘learning sciences’ (psychology, cognitive and neurological studies, physiology, and more) that have occurred since
they attended law school.”); see also James B. Levy, As a Last Resort, Ask the Students: What They Say Makes
Someone an Effective Law Teacher, 58 ME. L. REV. 49, 51-52, 61-62 (2006) (“Researchers working in the fields of
education and social psychology, among others, have long recognized the vital influence of . . . socio-emotional
effects in the classroom context. The emerging consensus holds that these considerations may play the greatest
role in determining whether, and how much, our students learn. . . . More specifically, things such as teacher
expectations, support, encouragement, and warmth toward students can have a profound effect on their success
in school. Law school teachers, however, have been slow to appreciate the power and importance of these
considerations. . . . In part, this is due to the fact that scholarship, rather than teaching, has paramount
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59. Full-time law professors’ teaching skills need to be assessed in a much more

meaningful manner than they currently are. Rather than simply have student
evaluations each semester197 – which often are given short shrift by faculty members
and administrators – the assessment process should involve recognized experts in
legal pedagogy as well as respected members of the legal community reviewing
videotaped classes and offering assessments and feedback on a regular basis,
particularly for new teachers. Even senior professors should be assessed in this
manner on an occasional basis.
60. There is a self-perpetuating elitism among many law schools, particularly those in

the upper echelons of the U.S. News & World Report rankings. At law schools ranked
in the first “tier” of the USNWR rankings and increasingly at schools in the lower tiers,
the typical tenure-track law professor graduated from one of the law schools at the
very top of the USNWR rankings.198 The list of hires for the 2010-11 academic year
importance at most schools.”); Corrine Cooper, Letter to a Young Law Student, 35 TULSA L. J. 275, __ (2000) (“We
got here mostly by being good law students, not because we have any background in higher education theory. . . .
*M+ost elementary school teachers have a stronger background in educational theory than do law professors.”); id
at __ n.13 (“I cannot tell you the number of that I have seen faculties at different law schools make decisions about
pedagogy in the absence of, and even in spite of, research on the relevant issue.”).
197

For a comprehensive discussion of student evaluations of law professors, see Arthur Best, Student Evaluations
of Law Teaching Work Well: Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree, 38 SW. L. REV. 1 (2008).
198

See Wendel, supra note 92 (“A substantial percentage of plausible teaching candidates comes from only 4
schools – Harvard, Yale, Stanford, and Chicago – with a few more from Columbia, Michigan, and Virginia, which
traditionally have a strong presence in academia. There are a number of prominent national law schools from
which you may have a J.D. and not be ruled out entirely for law teaching, provided you finished near the top of
your class and have the rest of your credentials in order. These schools include USC, Vanderbilt, Emory, Notre
Dame, Minnesota, Iowa, George Washington, and Washington and Lee. It will be harder from these schools, but
it's do-able. Getting a teaching position with a J.D. from a school significantly farther down the food chain would
be akin to walking on water, unless you are [first] in your class, have a graduate degree in law or some other
discipline, and have a record of good publications.”); “Brian Leiter’s Best Law Schools for the ‘Best’ Jobs in Law
Teaching,” http://www.leiterrankings.com/jobs/2006job_teaching.shtml (study of recent tenure-track law school
hiring showing that vast majority of tenure-track professors hired by “top 50” law schools in the USNWR rankings
have J.D.s from Yale, Harvard, Stanford, Chicago, Michigan, Columbia, Berkeley, Virginia, NYU, Cornell, Duke,
Georgetown, Penn, and Texas); see also Daniel Gordon, Hiring Law Professors: Breaking the Back of an American
Plutocractic Oligarchy, 19 WIDENER L. J. 137, 149 (2009) (“The AALS hiring system reinforces the existence of a
plutocratic oligarchy in legal education: a group of law professors who are the product of wealth-based education
control the hiring of more law professors who are also the product of wealth-based education. The faculty of
American law schools remains dominated by graduates of a few law schools. . . . An American law-teaching
oligarchy exists with implications for legal education hiring practices. The graduates of a small number of American
law schools must be hiring the graduates of the same small number of American law schools.”); Richard E. Redding,
“Where Did You Go to Law School?”: Gatekeeping for the Professoriate and its Implications for Legal Education, 53
J. LEGAL EDUC. 594 (2003).
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shows that the vast majority of new tenure-track professors, even at schools in the
low tiers, possess law degrees (and/or Ph.D.s) from “elite” schools.199 It simply cannot
be that the top graduates from the 180 or so “lesser” law schools would not be as
capable law professors as graduates from “elite” law schools. Rather, it strongly
appears that law schools’ hiring practices are purposely elitist based on a candidate’s
academic pedigree as much as based on her actual merit. Such elitism appears to be
part and parcel of the mentality caused by the pernicious influence of the USNWR
rankings, with which the vast majority of law schools are obsessed. Abandoning such
elitism and opening up hiring to qualified graduates from lower-ranked schools very
likely would increase the diversity and life experiences of law school faculties –
something that the typical law faculty claims to champion and which would benefit
students.
61. The vast majority of full-time faculty members at law schools should have a

significant record of successful practical legal experience before being hired. Except
for experiential professors (clinicians and legal research and writing professors), who
constitute a small minority of the typical law school’s faculty, the typical full-time law
professor’s record as a practitioner is not only virtually irrelevant to her chance of
being hired; at many schools, particularly those higher in the USNWR rankings, an
extensive record as a practitioner hurts an aspiring professor’s chances of being
hired.200 My own empirical study of full-time entry-level law professors (excluding
experiential professors) hired since 2000 shows that the typical professor possesses
only three years of practical experience; at the “top ten” schools, the typical new
professor possesses only one year of practical experience.201 That bias against
199

See “Entry Level Hiring Survey 2010,” available at http://prawfsblawg.blogs.com/prawfsblawg/2010/04/entrylevel-hiring-survey.html. The large percentage of new professors possessing Ph.D.s is also notable. See Thesis 65.
200

Robert P. Schuwerk, The Law Professor as a Fiduciary: What Duties Do We Owe Our Students?, 45 S. TEX. L. REV.
753, 762 (2004) (“Neither practice skills nor ‘real world’ experience matter. Indeed, apart from judicial clerking,
they may even be seen as detrimental.”); Wendel, supra note 92 (“One of the oddities of the legal teaching market
is that candidates for classroom positions are considered tainted if they have too much of a background in
practice. Because of the obsession . . . with being perceived as legitimate by their colleagues in the arts and
sciences, law faculties are not looking for people with extensive practice experience as classroom teachers.”);
Gregory W. Bowman, The Comparative Advantages of Junior Faculty: Implications for Teaching and the Future
American Law Schools, 2008 BYU EDUC. & L. J. 191, 204 n.108 (2008) (“Based on my own anecdotal experience,
people on the law school tenure-track job market are often advised to practice law for no more than five years or
so.”); see also Frank H. Wu, How to Become a Law Professor, 46 No. 6 PRACTICAL LAWYER 15 (2000) (“With rare
exceptions, former judges, elected officials, and partners at the prestige law firms likely will start as assistant
professors at almost the bottom of the pay scale.”).
201

Newton, Preaching What They Don’t Practice, supra note 8, at 129-30.
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practical experience needs to change before meaningful reform of legal education can
occur. A law school faculty on which professors with little or no real-world experience
predominate cannot teach law students to become competent, ethical practitioners.
Imagine a medical school faculty dominated by professors with minimal experience
treating real patients or a business school faculty dominated by professors with little
experience in the business world. The notion of either occurring is simply
preposterous. So how can we allow the equivalent to occur in the context of legal
education? I propose that the ABA accreditation standards be amended to require
that at least two-thirds of a law faculty must have at least five years of practical
experience.202 Such a standard should go into effect at some point in the distant
future (say, in ten years) in order to afford law schools times time to acquire such a
faculty without displacing current faculty members, particularly those with tenure.
Yet such a standard would have an immediate effect on hiring because schools would
feel compelled to start the process of modifying their faculties now lest they lose
accreditation in the future.
62. With rare exception, every member of the full-time law faculty should possess an

active law license. It is common knowledge that, at many law schools, several
members of the full-time faculty do not possess law licenses. Many others hold
inactive law licenses or are licensed in states other than the ones in which their law
schools are located (thus generally prohibiting them from practicing law there). A
handful of professors even wear their lack of license as a badge of honor. Perhaps
with the exception of interdisciplinary scholars who specialize in areas such as law and
economics or legal history (who should be a small minority of a law faculty), every law
professor should possess an active law license in the state in which they are employed
as a law professor. Law school should be a professional school whose primary mission
is to produce competent, ethical members of the profession. An active law license is
required to be a practicing member of the profession. As a general rule, it also should
be required to be a member of a law school’s faculty.
63. A typical full-time law professor should be expected to practice law on a regular

(albeit part-time) basis in addition to engaging in teaching and scholarship. Much
like the typical medical school professor, who engages in the practice of medicine on a
regular basis, the typical law professor should engage in the actual practice of law on
202

By “practical experience,” I simply mean prior full-time legal employment that required the professor to possess
a law license (other than a legal teaching job, save perhaps for a law school clinic that provides legal services).
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part-time basis in addition her academic duties. Such practice ordinarily should be pro
bono although professors should also be permitted (as they currently are) to engage in
for-profit law practice (so long as the academic duties take precedence). Regular
experience as a practitioner will enhance a law professor’s ability to teach. Practice
sabbaticals should be encouraged.203
64. At many law schools, it is detrimental to a professor’s chances of being hired,

promoted, and granted tenure to have published “practical” legal scholarship. It is
not only a professor’s practical experience that is irrelevant (or even detrimental) to
one’s chances of getting hired or promoted as a law professor at many law schools. A
professor’s record of publishing “practical” – as opposed to “academic” or
“theoretical” – scholarship generally hurts her chances of being hired, promoted, and
granted tenure.204 A dramatic shift in priorities is necessary here, too. Law professors
who contribute to the legal profession with high quality practical scholarship are
precisely the type who should populate the legal academy.
65. Law schools are hiring entirely too many law professors with Ph.D.s. In recent years,

many, if not most, law schools increasingly have hired professors with Ph.D.s in
addition to or in lieu of a law degree.205 Such professors typically have their Ph.D.s in
203

See Amy B. Cohen, The Dangers of the Ivory Tower: The Obligation of Law Professors to Engage in the Practice
of Law, 50 LOYOLA L. REV. 623, 643 (2004) (“*A+t a minimum, law professors should be encouraged, if not required,
to stay connected to the world of practice. Law professors could spend a sabbatical in practice, engage in some
outside work while teaching, or simply observe, study, or communicate regularly with those who are actively
engaged in the practice of law. If seen as a form of class preparation or as an inspiration for scholarship, such time
will be well-spent and should enrich both teaching and scholarship.”).
204

Wendel, supra note 92 (“*I+n the eyes of *law school faculty+ appointments committees, there’s a significant
difference between practical and theoretical scholarship. In fact ‘practical’ has an almost pejorative connotation in
law school hiring.”); Wu, supra note 200 (“While materials for practitioners . . . are better than nothing at all [in the
selection of a potential faculty member based on her record of scholarship], they are barely better than nothing at
all. They may be taken as a sign of misunderstanding the nature of academic work and a preference for alternative
venues that are popular rather than academic.”).
205

Edward Rubin, Should Law Schools Support Faculty Research?, supra note 194, at 160 (“More than half the entry
level faculty members hired by the thirty top-ranked law schools in the last few years have had Ph.D.’s in addition
to, or occasionally instead of, the J.D. degree.”); Judge Richard A. Posner, The State of Legal Scholarship Today: A
Comment on Schlag, 97 GEO. L. J. 845, 853-54 (2009) (“With the rise of interdisciplinary legal studies, . . . the old
system of faculty recruitment faltered. Eventually it was largely replaced, especially at elite law schools (but at
many nonelite ones as well), by a system more like that found in the standard academic fields. Now many new
legal academics begin their teaching career after obtaining a Ph.D. in economics, or history, or some other field
related to law, or after a two-year teaching and research fellowship at a leading law school, and invariably they
have done some substantial academic legal writing, preferably published, before being hired for a tenure-track
position.”); Seth Waxman, Rebuilding Bridges: The Bar, the Bench, and the Academy, 150 U. PA. L. REV. 1905, 1909
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economics, history, political science, or some other discipline in the humanities.
Because these professors spent several years obtaining a Ph.D., they typically have
little if any practical experience in the legal field. Most are, understandably, highly
theoretical in their perspective of the legal system. My own study of entry-level hires
since 2000 showed that nearly one-quarter of all new non-experiential law professors
had Ph.D.s; that percentage was over one-third of new hires at “top-ten” law
schools.206 A review of the list of law school hires in the 2010-11 academic year
reveals that the trend has continued unabated and appears to have extended to
schools in all four “tiers” of the USNWR rankings.207 Law schools are meant to be
professional schools, not graduate schools.208 Such Ph.D. law professors, while they
may have valuable contributions to make to the legal profession in terms of their ideas
and research,209primarily belong in other parts of the university (such as political
science and economics departments). They are not the appropriate ones to be
teaching law students to become competent practitioners. At most, a law school
should include on its faculty only small number of such Ph.D.s who hold joint
(2002) (“Increasingly, . . . in recent years many of the country’s elite law schools . . . law professors see themselves
more as colleagues of sociologists, economists, and philosophers than of judges and lawyers.”); see also Wendel,
supra note 92 (noting “the new conventional wisdom”: “There are some areas in which it is becoming almost
impossible to get a job at a top national law school without a Ph.D. in a relevant discipline.”); see also Harry T.
Edwards, Another Post-Script to The Growing Disjunction Between Legal Education and the Legal Profession, 69
WASH. L. REV. 561, 562 (1994) (“‘*T+he problem began in the late 60s when an increasing number of individuals who
aspired to become history professors or economics professors or philosophy professors or political science
professors or literature professors discovered that there were few, if any, opportunities in those fields. After
spending several years doing graduate work, they finally faced reality and attended law school. Most of these
individuals had no real interest in law or in becoming a lawyer, but many were excellent students. As a result, they
were hired by law faculties in increasing numbers. . . . This led to an explosion of interdisciplinary work in law, as
well as to an increasing rejection of the importance of doctrinal analysis even in mainstream courses.’”) (quoting
an unnamed law school dean).
206

See Newton, Preaching What They Don’t Practice, supra note 8, at 131.
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See Entry Level Hiring Survey 2010, Legal Theory Blog (Apr. 12, 2010) (showing a large number of new
professors with Ph.D.s, at law schools such as Florida State, Michigan State, Pepperdine, and South Texas College
of Law), http://prawfsblawg.blogs.com/prawfsblawg/2010/04/entry-level-hiring-survey.html.
208

A Conversation with Judge Harry Edwards, 16 WASH. U. J. L. & POL’Y 61, 73-74 (2004) (“Law schools are
professional schools, not graduate schools. We grant JDs, not PhDs.”).
209

See, e.g., Douglas H. Ginsburg, Originalism and Economic Analysis: Two Case Studies of Consistency and
Coherence in Supreme Court Decision-Making, 33 HARV. J.L. & PUB. POL’Y 217, 237 (2010) (discussing how
interdisciplinary legal scholarship in the areas of “antitrust and originalism in constitutional law provide anchors
where courts were previously adrift”); Richard A. Posner, The Deprofessionalization of Legal Scholarship, 91 MICH.
L. REV. 1921, 1925-26 (1993) (discussing how law and economics scholarship since the 1960s has contributed
significantly to developments in several areas of the law, including antitrust, civil remedies, and employment
discrimination).
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appointments in law and another discipline from another department in the
university. Such professors should only teach upper-level law courses relevant to their
areas of experience (e.g., law and economics; legal history; or quantitative methods
for lawyers). Arguably, with all of the J.S.D. programs that exist today, there should be
no need for hiring any Ph.D.s for law school faculties.210
66. A substantial number of full-time law professors are indifferent or even disdainful

towards practitioners, judges, and the practice of law. Many full-time law professors
are either indifferent or even disdainful towards the practice of law and the
practitioners and judges who participate in it.211 Many members of the bench and bar
are aware of this fact and feel reciprocal disrespect towards the legal academy. The
disconnect between the legal academy and legal profession will continue until
practitioners and judge are better integrated into the law school community, and law
schools hire more professors with extensive practical backgrounds (see Thesis 61).
67. Ideological biases often cause law schools to hire and promote some faculty

members who are undeserving of their positions from the standpoint of merit.
Much like their counter-parts in other departments in universities (particularly, it
seems, in the humanities and economics departments), ideological biases of many law
school faculties often have resulted in deliberate inclusion of particular faculty
members for ideological reasons and deliberate exclusion of other prospective
210

Recent hiring trends by law schools may make one seriously question the value of a J.S.D. today. See Columbia
Law School Website, “Careers: Law Teaching,” FAQ (“What is the value of an advanced degree in law or another
discipline?”) (“Ph.D's in other disciplines -- notably, Economics, but also Anthropology, English, History, Philosophy,
Political Science, Psychology, etc. -- can be very attractive to a faculty seeking to enhance its interdisciplinarity. In
recent years, elite American law schools have hired holders of Ph.D’s much more frequently than holders of
J.S.D.’s.”), http://www.law.columbia.edu/careers/law_teaching/faq#q8314.
211

Cohen, supra note 203, at 634 (“One of the most unfortunate collateral effects of the tendency for law
professors to identify first and foremost as scholars and academicians and to distance themselves from practicing
lawyers is the apparent disdain many professors feel and perhaps even express towards practice and
practitioners.”); Robert P. Schuwerk, The Law Professor as a Fiduciary: What Duties Do We Owe Our Students?, 45
S. TEX. L. REV. 753, 767 (2004) (“Many law professors do not like the practice of law, and consistently denigrate it to
their students.”); Harry T. Edwards, The Growing Disjunction Between Legal Education and the Legal Profession, 91
MICH. L. REV. 34, 36 (1992) (“The situation is even worse now than *before+ because now we see ‘law professors’
hired from graduate schools, wholly lacking in legal experience or training, who use the law school as a bully pulpit
from which to pour scorn upon the legal profession.”); see also Lee C. Bollinger, The Mind in the Major American
School, 91 MICH. L. REV. 2167, 2175-76 (1993) (noting that many law professors began to lose their identity with
judges, including federal judges, during the 1980s and early 1990s, when Presidents Reagan and Bush increasingly
appointed younger judges whose ideologies differed from most law professors, who more closely identified with
federal judges from the Warren Court era); Sanford Levinson, Judge Edwards’ Indictment of “Impractical” Scholars:
The Need for a Bill of Particulars, 91 MICH. L. REV. 2010, 2011 (1993) (same).
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professors for ideological reasons – in large part without regard to these professors’
merits as teachers or scholars. Such biases can be right-or left-wing in nature
depending on the law school. Law schools should not be think tanks. Ideologicallybased hiring decisions are improper in the context of a professional school whose
primary mission should be to teach the law objectively as possible. Of course, no law
school should fail to teach students the realities of judges and policy-makers’
ideological biases in creating the law and foster students’ discussions of the merits of
different ideological schools of thought about the law, but schools’ hiring of faculty
members should be divorced from their ideologies as much as realistically possible.
68. The current system of tenure provides too much protection for some faculty

members. Although the system of tenure for law professors should not be
abolished, there is a need for some meaningful post-tenure review of professors in
order to assure that they remain adequate contributors to the law school.212
Traditional academic tenure for professors in other parts of the university is primarily
based on the premise – closely related to academic freedom – that professors should
not fear being punished for advocating particular ideas in their teaching or scholarship
so long as they do not interfere with the university’s larger educational mission.213
Although that rationale exists to a degree in the professional school context,
professors at a professional school are obliged to teach their school’s students the
necessary knowledge, value, and skills to be competent, ethical practitioners upon
graduation. Professional school professors should be protected in their expression of
controversial ideas reflected in their legal scholarship. Yet teaching rather than legal
scholarship should be the primary focus on a law professor (see Thesis 69). For that
reason, professors at a law school (or any professional school) have less of a need for
the protections of tenure than a professor in other parts of the university (cf. Thesis
45).
69. Full-time law professors should teach more than three or four courses per year or at

least devote substantial additional time working directly with law students. Unlike
professors in other parts of the university, the typical law professor’s teaching load is
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See, e.g., Ira P. Robbins, Exploring the Concepts of Post-Tenure Review in Law Schools, 9 STAN. L. & POL’Y REV. 387,
387 (1998) (advocating for post-tenure evaluations in light of the fact that tenured faculty members may become
unproductive for various reasons).
213

See, e.g., Stanton v. Tulane University of Louisiana, 777 So.2d 1242, 1251 (La. 2001); North Dakota State Univ. v.
United States, 84 F. Supp.2d 1043, 1050 (D. N.D. 1999).
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light – three or four courses per year on average.214 The rationale for such a low
teaching load is that law professors need time to pursue legal scholarship.215 That
amount of courses per year is too low. It should be at least six courses per regular
academic year for the typical full-time professor. Alternatively, professors should
devote substantially more time working directly with students in addition to their
current teaching loads (e.g., teaching four classes and running their school’s student
moot court or mock trial program). Law professors have ample time to work on legal
scholarship – they only teach or grade papers eight or nine months of the year (the
typical fall semester runs from late August to early December and the typical spring
semester runs from mid-January to early May). They also occasionally get sabbaticals.
Teaching and mentoring students should come first. Students should be the primary
beneficiaries of law schools, not law professors.
70. Many law professors are paid too much based on their current contributions to legal

education and the legal profession. In 2010, the average salary for full-time law
professors – including new, untenured professors as well as experiential professors
who are typically paid much less than doctrinal professors – was $107,990 annually
(typically for nine months of work or less, including only teaching three to four classes
per year, see Thesis 69).216 That average amount was higher than any other
educational occupation, including primary, secondary, or post-secondary teachers
(including medical school professors).217 Many law professors, particularly tenured
214

Careers in Law School Teaching Handbook, supra note 186, at 3 (“Many schools now have a 2-1 [fall-spring]
teaching load . . . and one of those courses is often a seminar, which may require fewer classroom and preparation
hours. Freeing up time for research and writing shows the law schools’ strong expectations that each faculty
member will write and publish outstanding scholarship that will make an impact on the field.”); Thomas M.
Mengler, Maybe We Should Fly Instead: Three More Train Wrecks, 6 U. ST. THOMAS L. REV. 337, 344 (Winter 2009)
(“Full-time [law school] faculty members usually teach three or four (and sometimes fewer) courses per year . . . .
This teaching load contrasts with the very different expectations at ‘teaching’ universities or liberal arts colleges,
where the typical full-time professor’s teaching load is usually six to eight courses per year.”); “Almost Everything
You Need to Know About Law School Teaching,” Columbia Law School Website (“The teaching load is usually three
to four courses, depending on the school, and typically involves a balance of ‘service’ courses (for example, firstyear required courses) and upper-level courses related to the faculty member’s scholarly interests.”), available at
http://www.law.columbia.edu/careers/law_teaching/Everything.
215

Daniel Theis, Rethinking Legal Education in Hard Times: The Recession, Practical Legal Education, and the New
Job Market, 59 J. LEGAL EDUC. 598, 617 & n.93 (2010).
216

Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), Occupational Employment and Wages, Table 1 (2010), available at
http://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/ocwage.pdf.
217

Id.; see also Maimon Schwarzschild, The Ethics and Economics of American Legal Education Today, 17 J.
CONTEMP. LEGAL Issues 3, 6 (2008) (“Salaries are the major operating expense of a law school, and senior faculty
salaries have risen well ahead of inflation in the past three decades. Law professors are paid approximately double
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doctrinal professors at highly-ranked schools, earn multiples of the average salary.218
Such bloated salaries even are paid at some taxpayer-funded state law schools, like
the University of Texas219 and the University of Michigan,220 where many full-time
tenured professors earn between $200,000-$300,000 annually – several earning a
higher salary than the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States.221 The
typical law school significantly values scholarship over teaching – which likely explains
why adjunct law professors (who are hired only to teach) are typically paid only
between $3,000-$5,000 per three-credit semester course (see Thesis 74). Using that
metric of value for law school teaching, it is reasonable to conclude that only a tiny
fraction of a typical full-time doctrinal professor’s annual salary is allocated to
teaching duties.222 The bulk of a law professors’ salary is for writing law review
articles rather for his teaching duties and his “service” duties (see Thesis 55).
Considering that a significant amount of law professors’ legal scholarship is irrelevant
to the bench and bar as well as to law students (see Theses 78 & 85), professors’
average salaries are entirely too high in view of the minimal contributions that they
currently make. I certainly have no objection to paying the average full-time law
professor what the average attorney makes in nine months of work,223 so long as they
earn it by meaningfully contributing to students’ learning (by teaching much more

the average of college and university professors generally. . . . As salaries have risen for law professors, teaching
loads have gone down.”).
218

For a good discussion of law faculty and dean compensation, see “Faculty Compensation” in
thefacultylounge.org (http://www.thefacultylounge.org/faculty-compensation/.
219

UT law professors’ salaries are reported at
http://blurblawg.typepad.com/extractred%20ut%20faculty%20salaries.pdf.
220

Michigan law professor salaries are reported at
http://data.michigandaily.com/tmdsal?page=12&dept=law&fte_op=%3E%3D&fte[value]=&fte[min]=&fte[max]=&t
itle=&campus=All&fname=&lname=.
221

The Chief Justice currently earns $223,500 per year. See Politician and Legislator Salaries, available at
http://www.politicalsciencecareer.com/salaries.html (last visited December 15, 2011).
222

Even assuming four courses per year at $5,000 per course, only $20,000 of a typical law professor’s annual
salary is allocated to teaching. Although law professors also have “service” duties (e.g., serving on faculty
committees), that portion of their overall job description constitutes a small fraction of their time compared to
scholarship and teaching.
223

The average attorney makes $129,400 per year. See BLS, supra note 216 (Table 1) – which is approximately 25%
more than the average law professor makes working for 9 months per year. If law professors teach (or write law
review articles as part of their employment) in the summer semester, they should be paid extra for that additional
work.
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than three to four courses per year) and to the legal profession (by publishing practical
scholarship and engaging in service such as pro bono representation of those unable
to afford legal assistance). Yet those requirements are not being met by the typical
full-time doctrinal law professor. Rather, he is being paid an inordinate amount of
money for writing law review articles that often serve no purpose other than gaining
tenure or a promotion.
71. Interactions between law professors and students outside of the classroom are

inadequate. According to the 2010 survey of law students by the Law School Survey
of Student Engagement (LSSSE), the average law student considered law professors to
be “only moderately helpful and available” out of class and slightly over one-quarter
of law students had never discussed issues from class with any professor outside the
classroom.224 Law professors should, first and foremost, serve law students. They not
only should spend a substantial amount of time in the classroom but also should make
themselves available to students outside of the classroom for one-on-one and small
ground interactions. The culture of law school should be that all students regularly
and extensively interact with all (or at least most) of their professors outside of the
classroom in meaningful mentoring relationships. Establishing that culture would
require a sea change at most law schools and would mean that professors would
spend considerably less time on scholarship and more time devoted to students.225
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See LSSSE, Student Engagement in Law School: In Class and Beyond (2010), available at
http://lssse.iub.edu/pdf/2010/2010_LSSSE_Annual_Survey_Results.pdf .
225

Susan Sturm & Lani Guinier, The Law School Matrix: Reforming Legal Education in a Culture of Competition and
Conformity, 60 VAND. L. REV. 515, 519, 535 (2007) (“With the exception of students aspiring to become legal
academics, many professors do not communicate with students about the relationship of their academic work to
their professional aspirations and goals. Nor, as we pointed out above, are faculty generally rewarded for playing
this integrative, mentoring role in students’ lives. Instead, law schools assign the role of professional mentoring
and advising primarily to administrators, particularly deans of student services, placement, and public interest.”);
id. at 538 (“*T+he reward structure for tenure-track faculty discourages them from taking the time to provide the
ongoing, prompt, qualitative and individualized feedback that enables students to learn from their errors and to
advance intrinsic learning goals. Professors receive limited rewards for excellent teaching, particularly for working
closely with students outside of class, efforts that will not even show up in course evaluations.”); Lawrence S.
Krieger, Institutional Denial About the Dark Side of Law School and Fresh Empirical Guidance for Constructively
Breaking the Silence, 52 J. LEGAL EDUC. 112, 112 (2002) (“There is a wealth of what should be alarming information
about the collective distress and unhappiness of our students and the lawyers they become. We appear to be
practicing a sort of organizational denial because, given this information, it is remarkable that we are not openly
addressing these problems among ourselves at faculty meetings and in committees, and with our students in the
context of courses and extracurricular programs.”); see also Todd David Peterson & Elizabeth Waters Peterson,
Stemming the Tide of Law Student Depression: What Law Schools Need to Learn from the Science of Positive
Psychology, 9 YALE J. HEALTH POL’Y, L. & ETHICS 357 (2009).
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72. At a majority of law schools, the faculty members who teach the most important

courses to prepare students to practice law – experiential professors – are relegated
to second or third-class status on the faculty. The law professors who teach students
the most important courses in terms of preparing them to be competent practitioners
– clinicians and legal research and writing professors – generally are paid less, denied
the right to earn tenure, and given little if any faculty voting rights.226 An entry-level
experiential professorship may also be a dead-end in terms of advancement to a more
prestigious, better-paying “doctrinal” position.227 Until these experiential professors
are made fully equal members of the faculty, law schools will fail to prepare students
to become competent practitioners. For such equality to occur throughout the legal
academy, ABA accreditation standard 405(c) & (d) must be amended to require parity
among traditional doctrinal faculty and experiential faculty.228
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Kent D. Syverud, The Caste System and Best Practices in Legal Education, 1 J. ASS’N LEGAL WRITING DIRECTORS 12,
14-16 (2001); see also Bryan Adamson et al., AALS Section on Clinical Legal Education, Task Force on the Status of
Clinicians in the Legal Academy, Report and Recommendations of the Status of Clinical Faculty in the Legal
Academy 16-17 (Mar. 29, 2010) (only 40% of clinical faculty members at American law schools are on the tenuretrack); David A. Santacroce et al., Center for the Study of Applied Legal Education, Report of the 2007-2008 Survey,
at 31 (reporting that only 30.7 percent of clinicians reported having full voting rights in matters of faculty
governance, while 33.4 percent reported having limited voting rights (but not on matters of hiring, promotion, and
grants of tenure); the remainder reported having no voting rights); Susan P. Liemer & Hollee S. Temple, Did Your
Legal Writing Professor Go to Harvard?: The Credentials of Legal Writing Professors at Hiring Time, 46 U. LOUISVILLE
L. REV. 383 (2008) (“*I+t is no secret that most law school faculties in the United States have well-defined
hierarchies and that legal writing professors often are relegated to low positions within those hierarchies.”); Ann C.
McGinley, Reproducing Gender on Law Faculties, 2009 B.Y.U. L. REV. 99, 101 n.4 (2009) (noting results of survey by
Association of Legal Writing Directors/Legal Writing Institute of LRW faculty; average salary of all respondents
during 2007-08 academic year was $66,302; also noting results of Society of American Law Teachers survey from
same academic year, which showed average salary for entry-level assistant professors on the regular tenure-track
was in the range of $80,000-$95,000).
227

See, e.g., Columbia Law School Website, “Careers: Legal Teaching,” FAQ (“Do legal research and writing jobs
provide a useful entry to *law+ teaching?”), http://www.law.columbia.edu/careers/law_teaching/faq#q816
(“Teaching legal writing and research, in and of itself, has little to commend it as an entre to law school teaching
unless that is the subject you wish to teach . . . .”).
228

See Robert R. Kuehn & Bridget M. McCormack, Lessons from Forty Years of Interference in Law School Clinics, 24
GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 59, 89-90 (2011) (contending that, as a result of ABA standard 405, clinical faculty generally
occupy a separate and unequal status in American law schools).
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73. Legal research and writing professors, who occupy the lowest status on most law

faculties, are overwhelmingly female, which suggests widespread gender bias in the
academy. Over 70% of legal research and writing professors are female,229 while less
than 40% of law professors generally are female.230
74. Adjunct faculty members, who often are some of a school’s most effective teachers,

are paid a pittance at most law schools. The typical adjunct law professor is paid
between $3,000-$5,000 per three-credit semester course.231 Many adjunct professors
teach the same courses taught by full-time, tenured or tenure-track faculty
members.232 Law students often consider adjunct professors, who generally have
extensive practical experience, to be some of the most effective teachers at a law
school.233 The relative pittance paid to adjunct professors is a reflection of the low
value that most law schools place on adjunct faculty members and, more generally, on
teaching. Yet most law schools today could not function as they currently do without
adjunct professors. In particular, full-time law professors’ ability to teach only three to
four courses per year while spending the bulk of their time engaging in legal
scholarship (see Theses 55 & 69) – and earning inflated salaries (see Thesis 70) –
certainly would not be possible without the contributions of low-cost adjuncts. In
229

See Association of Legal Writing Directors Legal Writing Institute, Report of the Annual Legal Writing Survey iii
(2010), (71% of LRW instructors are female), available at
http://www.lwionline.org/uploads/FileUpload/2010Survey.pdf.
230

See AALS, 2008-09 Statistical Report on Law Faculty, http://www.aals.org/statistics/2009dlt/gender.html.
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David A. Lander, Are Adjuncts a Benefit or a Detriment?, 33 U. DAYTON L. REV. 285, 289 (2008) (noting results of
author’s survey of law schools: “*A+djuncts are usually easy on the school’s budget. . . . For a two-hour course,
roughly half of the surveyed schools paid [adjuncts] between $1,501 and $3,000 [per course]; a few paid less than
$1,501; one-fifth of the schools paid between $3,001 and $5,000; and a small number paid over $5,000. For a
three-hour course, one-fifth of the schools paid over $5,000 and one-third paid between $3,000 and $5,000. . . .
Therefore, it is clear from the survey results that the expansion of the curriculum and the increased number of
offerings, made possible by the use of adjuncts, is provided at bargain basement rates.”); see also Daniel Theis,
Rethinking Legal Education in Hard Times: The Recession, Practical Legal Education, and the New Job Market, 59 J.
LEGAL EDUC. 598, 619 (2010) (“*A+ law school could hire twenty-five adjuncts [assuming they are paid $5,000 per
course taught+ for every full professor earning a salary and benefits of $125,000 per year.”). In the last year (2009)
that I taught at the University of Houston Law Center, I was paid $4,100 for a three-credit hour course. In the
2011-12 academic year, Washington College of Law (American University) paid me $5,400 for a three-credit hour
course, and Georgetown University Law Center paid me $1,500 for a two-credit hour course.
232

Among the courses that I have taught as an adjunct professor are Remedies, Federal Jurisdiction, Criminal
Procedure I, and Criminal Procedure II – courses regularly taught by full-time, tenured faculty members.
233

See, e.g., David Hricik, Life in Dark Waters: A Survey of Ethical and Malpractice Issues Confronting Adjunct Law
Professors, 42 S. TEX. L. REV. 379, 385 (2001) (“In my own experience, students – particularly those at more
theoretically-oriented schools – crave teaching by *adjuncts+ who actually know how to practice law.”).
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view of the essential role that adjuncts play in legal education, they should be paid
substantially more.
75. Many full-time law professors have little respect for (and occasionally disdain for)

adjunct professors. Despite the essential contributions made by adjunct professors,
many full-time law professors have little respect for adjuncts (whom they deemed
inferior members of the academy), and some even have outright disdain for
adjuncts.234
76. Adjunct faculty members often are not adequately integrated into the law school

community. The typical adjunct faculty member comes to a law school at night,
teaches her course, and leaves the campus. Rarely, if ever, do law schools invite
adjunct faculty members to participate meaningfully in the schools’ affairs and rarely
are adjuncts seen as a pool of potential full-time members of a law school’s faculty.235
Based on the current pay structure for adjuncts (see Thesis 74), it is understandable
why adjuncts generally teach at night and spend little time at law schools outside of
their courses. They could not afford to do otherwise. Yet it is not solely economics
that explains their peripheral existence; they also generally are not made to feel that
they are valuable parts of the law school community. In addition to paying adjuncts
more, law schools should invite them to occasional faculty meetings and otherwise
encourage meaningful participation in faculty affairs. Adjunct professors with
distinguished records as judges or practitioners who also excel as teachers should be
actively recruited to become full-time members of the faculty.
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Wendel, supra note 92 (“adjuncts are treated like nobodies by the regular law faculty”); see also Hricik, supra
note 233, at 418 (“A more fundamental issue is the apparent disdain some full-time academicians have toward
adjuncts and the subjects they teach and the effect this has on the education process. Some have observed that
tenured faculty do not associate much, if at all, with adjunct professors who ‘exist on the periphery of most law
school operations’ and who are ‘ignored as part of the intellectual and social life of the school.’ I have felt this
anti-adjunct attitude first hand and have heard it is prevalent in some of the best law schools.”).
235

Columbia Law School Webite, “Careers: Law Teaching,” FAQ (“How About Adjunct Teaching?”),
http://www.law.columbia.edu/careers/law_teaching/faq#q8328 (“In general, adjunct teaching is not a good way
to break into the legal academy, although it can help you learn whether teaching will be a source of gratification
for you. Few faculties monitor their adjunct teachers closely, or regard them as a source of future full-time
colleagues; adjunct teaching at another school will be of minor interest to a faculty you are applying to, save
possibly as a source of teaching evaluations.”).
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77. An alternative law school model, which would significantly reduce tuition amounts

and increase the effectiveness of legal education, would delegate the vast majority
of teaching duties (including first year classes) to adjunct professors and part-time,
non-tenured professors and maintain only a small number of full-time faculty
members.236 Even if adjunct professors’ wages were tripled from their current rate,
law schools’ costs would be cut dramatically under this model, and students’ tuition
would be significantly reduced. No legal scholarship would be expected of adjunct
professors and part-time professors – only teaching competence. This model would
work only in areas with a large number of practicing attorneys and would require the
current ABA accreditation standards to be amended (see Theses 9 & 20).
E. Problems with Legal Scholarship and Law Reviews
78. Most legal scholarship today has little if any usefulness (other than perhaps to the

authors). A recent study using the Lexis-Nexis database found that 43% of law review
articles have never been cited even once by courts or by authors of other articles
published in law review in the database (which comprise the vast majority of all law
reviews).237 Lower courts cite law review articles in only a tiny fraction of their
cases.238 The Supreme Court, which cites them more than any other court,
decreasingly has cited them in recent decades despite the massive growth in law
review scholarship and increase in the length of the Court’s opinions during that same
time period.239 Law professors, the primary authors of law review scholarship,
236

Cf. Barnhizer, supra note 3, at 306.
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Thomas A. Smith, The Web of Law, 44 SAN DIEGO L. REV. 309, 336-37 (2007); see also Ezra Rosser, On Becoming
“Professor”: A Semi-Serious Look in the Mirror, 36 FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 215, 223 (2009) (“Judges, law clerks,
practitioners, policymakers, students, other faculty, and even family members do not read or care about [most]
law review articles.”).
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See, e.g., David L. Schwartz & Lee Petherbridge, The Use of Legal Scholarship by the Federal Courts of Appeals:
An Empirical Study, 96 CORNELL L. REV. 1345 (2011) (finding that, from 1950-2008, the federal courts of appeals cited
law review articles in 7.6% of their published decisions, a percentage, the authors note, that increased from 1950
to 1990, when the percentage of cases citing law review scholarship “leveled off”); see also Newton, Law Review
Scholarship in the Eyes of the Twenty-First Century Supreme Court Justices, supra note 8, at 116 n.57 (noting that
Schwartz and Petherbridge’s conclusion that federal appellate courts’ “use” of law review articles increased during
the second half of the twentieth century is flawed because they failed to control for the dramatic shift from
published to unpublished opinions from the 1970s to the 1990s; before the mid-1970s, virtually all opinions were
published, while in recent years, nearly nine out of ten opinions are unpublished, thus dramatically decreasing the
pool of potential opinions in which law review articles normally would be cited).
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See Brent E. Newton, Law Review Scholarship in the Eyes of the Twenty-First Century Supreme Court Justices: An
Empirical Analysis, 4 DREXEL L. REV. __ (forthcoming in 2012) (finding that the Justices have decreasingly cited law
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primarily do so in order to be hired, promoted, granted tenure, and for receipt of
other professional benefits – not as a service to law students or the bench, bar, and
legal policy-makers (see Theses 55-57 & 79).
79. Law review scholarship produced by the professoriat, particularly at the “elite” law

schools, increasingly is theoretical or abstract and irrelevant to anyone except fellow
legal academics. Increasingly since the 1970s, the highly-ranked law reviews tend to
publish scholarly articles written by law professors for law professors rather than for
members of the bench and bar.240 “Practical” scholarship relevant to the bench, bar,
and legal policy-makers is openly discouraged in the legal academy.241 Criticism of
legal scholarship has been particularly strident in recent years.242

review articles since the 1970s; noting the modern Justices have cited law review scholarship in a little over onethird of all opinions, including majority, concurring, and dissenting opinions, compared to one-half or more of all
opinions in the 1970s).
240

See, e.g., David Hricik & Victoria S. Salzmann, Why There Should Be Fewer Articles Like This One: Law Professors
Should Write More for Decision-Makers and Less for Themselves, 38 SUFFOLK U. L. REV. 761 (2005); see also Richard
Posner, The Future of Student Edited Law Reviews, 47 STAN. L. REV. 1131, 1132-33 (1995) (“*There+ was a time when
legal scholarship was understood to be doctrinal scholarship, and the more technical and intricate the doctrine,
the better. . . . Doctrinal scholarship as a fraction of all legal scholarship underwent a dramatic decline to make
room for a host of new forms of legal scholarship – interdisciplinary, theoretical, nondoctrinal*.+”); Harry T.
Edwards, The Growing Disjunction Between Legal Education and the Legal Profession, 91 MICH. L. REV. 34, 36 (1992)
(“Our law reviews are now full of mediocre interdisciplinary articles. Too many law professors are ivory tower
dilettantes, pursuing whatever subject piques their interest, whether or not the subject merits scholarship, and
whether or not they have the scholarly skills to master it.”).
241

Richard Posner, Legal Scholarship Today, 115 HARV. L. REV. 1314, 1321 (2002) (“Traditional doctrinal scholarship
is disvalued at the leading law schools. They want their faculties to engage in ‘cutting edge’ research and thus
orient their scholarship toward, and seek their primary readership among, other scholars, not even limited to law
professors, though they are the principal audience.”).
242

See, e.g., The Paper Waste: Legal Academic Writing, Constitutional Daily (legal blog) (May 31, 2011) (“The state
of legal academic writing is pathetic. The articles stretch the meaning of the world ‘irrelevant,’ while
simultaneously having a tremendous negative impact on the lives of a great many of people [i.e., law students+.”),
http://www.constitutionaldaily.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=645:the-paper-waste-legalacademic-writing&catid=44:news&Itemid=65; Pierre Schlag, Spam Jurisprudence, Air Law, and the Rank Anxiety of
Nothing Happening (A Report on the State of the Art), 97 GEO. L. J. 803, 804 (2009) (“American legal scholarship
today is dead – totally dead . . . .”); David Hricik & Victoria S. Salzmann, Why There Should Be Fewer Articles Like
This One: Law Professors Should Write More for Decision-Makers and Less for Themselves, 38 SUFFOLK U. L. REV. 761
(2005); Kenneth Lasson, Scholarship Amok: Excesses in the Pursuit of Truth and Tenure, 103 HARV. L. REV. 926, 928
(1990) (“Even cursory observation of the literature leads to an inescapable conclusion: the number of whole-grain
scholars is much smaller than that suggested by the burgeoning reviews, the number of whole-grain journals but a
fraction of the fruited plains currently being harvested in law libraries across the land.”)
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80. There are far too many law reviews today. There are over 600 student-edited law

reviews today – on average, three per law school.243 Those law reviews publish
approximately 150,000 to 190,000 pages per year.244 There is no need for such an
excessive number of law reviews. The costs associated with them, their minimal
contributions to law schools’ educational mission, the lack of social utility resulting
from the bulk of articles that they publish, and the diversion of professors’ time from
teaching to scholarship that law reviews cause all are reasons for dramatically
reducing the number of law reviews.
81. Professors’ articles are evaluated – for purposes of hiring, promotion, and tenure –

based on the “rank” of the law review in which the articles are published as much as
on the quality of the scholarship. When it comes to evaluating a professor’s legal
scholarship, many law schools, particularly those ranked in the upper echelons of the
USNWR rankings, look to the “ranking” of the law review in which the article was
published as much as the quality of the article itself.245 Such a measure of quality
smacks of the same elitism affecting law school hiring today (see Thesis 60).
243

As of 2010, there were 640 student-edited law reviews published in the United States. See Washington and Lee
Law School’s “Law Journals: Submission and Rankings” website (http://lawlib.wlu.edu/lj/index.aspx). There were
another 333 peer-edited or refereed law reviews published in the United States. See id
244

Christian C. Day, The Case for Professionally-Edited Law Reviews, 33 OHIO N. U. L. REV. 563, 567-68 (2007).

245

See, e.g., Nora V. Demleitner, Colliding or Coalescing: Leading a Faculty and an Administration in the Academic
Enterprise, 42 U. TOLEDO L. REV. 605, 608 & n.15 (2011) (“*C+alibrating the ‘success’ of scholarship is difficult *with
respect to assessing prospective faculty members], and seems to focus largely on the ranking and name prestige of
the law review in which the author publishes.”) (citing several sources for this proposition); Alfred L. Brophy, The
Signaling Value of Law Reviews: An Exploration of Citations and Prestige, 36 FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 229, 230 (2009) (“The
legal academy’s obsession with law reviews continues. . . . Much of that obsession rests on an assumption that
there are better reviews and that it is desirable to publish in a better review than a worse one. For purposes of
career promotion, there likely is truth to this. For purposes of job placement and pay increases, it is not
unreasonable to assume articles placed in more prominent journals are more useful, as a general matter, than
articles placed in less prominent journals. In fact, some schools are reputed to pay bonuses for articles placed in
highly regarded journals. This is because evaluators use journal placement as a proxy for quality.”); Leah M.
Christensen & Julie A. Oseid, Navigating the Law Review Selection Process: An Empirical Study of Those with All the
Power – Student Editors, 59 S. C. L. REV. 175, 179 & n.11(2007) (observing that, for “new professors, . . . success in
the legal academy may depend on what, where, and how often they publish in the appropriate law journal” and
specifically noting that some “promotion and tenure committees” likely have written or unwritten “policies”
requiring publication in “higher ranked law journals”); Kenneth Lasson, Scholarship Amok: Excesses in the Pursuit of
Truth and Tenure, 103 HARV. L. REV. 926, 948-49 (1990) (“Besides the life-force craving of promotion and tenure, for
many a law professor image is as easily as important as substance. . . . To be published, even cited, in an Ivy
League law review is considered a feather in one’s professional cap.”); see generally David C. Yamada,
Theurapeutic Jurisprudence and the Practice of Legal Scholarship, 41 U. MEMPHIS L. REV. 121, 123-24, 131 (2010)
(discussing “rankism” regarding the “article placement process” and observing that “the quest for the proverbial
‘good placement’ has come to dominate faculty discussions of scholarship . . . .”).
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82. Law review articles published by law professors amount to an improper cross-

subsidy from students to professors. The typical law review article published by a
full-time law professor costs at least $25,000 and in some cases as much as
$100,000.246 That amount of money represents a portion of a professor’s annual
salary, a very large percentage of which is funded by student tuition.247 As noted in
Thesis 55, the typical law professor spends a substantial portion of his time devoted to
legal scholarship rather than teaching or mentoring students. Thus, a substantial
portion of law school tuition is, in effect, a cross-subsidy from students to law
professors to allow them to write law review articles that provide virtually no benefit
to the law students.248 Law school tuition, which results in high student loans (see
Thesis 6), should go towards a quality professional education, not involuntarily
subsidizing increasingly irrelevant legal scholarship. This enormous misallocation of
approximately a quarter of a billion dollars of tuition annually249 benefitting the law
246

See Karen Sloan, Legal Scholarship Carries a High Price Tag, NATIONAL LAW JOURNAL (Apr. 20, 2011) (reporting the
estimate of Hofstra Law Professor Richard Neumann, which he presented at a faculty conference in 2011).
247

A small percentage of law professors have endowed chaired professorships. Their salary does not come from
students’ tuition dollars. And at some public law schools, budgetary shortfalls may require taxpayers’ dollars to
make up for the shortfalls (meaning taxpayers fund legal scholarship to some extent).
248

Stephen R. Smith, Gresham’s Law in Legal Education, 17 J. CONTEMP. LEGAL ISSUES 171, 205-06 (2008) (“*T+he
research mission of most law schools is quite expensive. It results in substantial reductions in the teaching loads of
faculty, libraries with resources many times what would be required for a simple teaching mission, and a variety of
support services for research. . . . Law schools are unusual among graduate and professional schools in that the
vast majority of research and scholarship in law schools is funded by tuition.”); see also id. at 206 (“The tuition that
is used to cover legal research is, for most students, the equivalent of an involuntary fee that they must pay in
order to obtain a law degree and law instruction. It is not obvious that students are the ones who should be paying
the cost of legal scholarship. They are generally borrowing the money to do this and they are the least able of all
those in the profession to pay for it.”); Rubin, Should Law Schools Support Faculty Research?, supra note 194, at
144 (“Most law schools, including public law schools these days, are supported primarily by student tuition.”); see
also id. at 139 (“Law schools are predominantly financed by student tuition payments, yet a significant proportion
of their expenditures do not directly benefit the students, but rather support faculty research. . . . Thus, that great
bete noir of economists, the cross-subsidy, seems to be operating in force – students are paying for something that
does not benefit them, and they are being compelled to do so by means of an intra-institutional transfer that they
cannot control.”); id. at 141 (“There can be equally little doubt that a significant proportion of these everincreasing tuition payments support faculty research.”).
249

The figure assumes that 10,000 full-time law professors each receive $25,000 annually in cross-subsidy from law
students’ tuition money for legal scholarship. Others have estimated an even higher number. See, e.g., Segal,
What They Don’t Teach Law Students, supra note 40 (“Given that about half of a law school’s budget is spent on
faculty salary and benefits, and that tenure-track faculty members consume about 80 percent of the faculty budget
— and that such professors spend about 40 percent of their time producing scholarship — roughly one-sixth of
that $3.6 billion subsidized faculty scholarship. That’s more than $575 million.”). Although it is certainly true that
not all of the 10,000-plus American law professors write a law review article every year, see Orin Kerr, Estimating
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professoriat at the expense of law students is a breach of the fiduciary duty that law
professors owe to students.250 If law schools persist in emulating academic
departments in research universities (as opposed to primarily serving as professional
schools) and thereby covet academic research and scholarship, then they should
require their professors to fund a substantial portion of their own research (as other
departments do).251 Law student tuition levels should decrease accordingly.
83. Student-edited law reviews, which predominate, are an unfair and inefficient way of

selecting the best scholarship. The most irrational aspect of the system of American
law reviews, which is utterly contrary to the scholarly rigor of the traditional “research
university” model that many twenty-first century law professors purport to
embrace,252 is that the typical law review is run by neophyte student editors.253
the Costs of Legal Scholarship, The Volokh Conspiracy (blog), Nov. 21, 2011,
http://volokh.com/2011/11/21/estimating-the-costs-of-legal-scholarship/, many law professors write multiple
articles in a year. Whatever the case, the typical law professor’s salary assumes that she will be devoting a
substantial time on legal scholarship, so the $25,000-per-professor is a fair minimum estimate of the “costs” of
legal scholarship per professor (whether or not every professor ends up publishing an article per year).
250

Dean Richard A. Matasar and Professor Robert Schuwerk each have correctly stated that law professors should
act as “fiduciaries” of their students. Richard A. Matasar, Defining Our Responsibilities: Being an Academic
Fiduciary, 17 J. CONTEMP. LEGAL ISSUES 67 (2008); Robert P. Schuwerk, The Law Professor as a Fiduciary: What Duties
Do We Owe Our Students?, 45 S. TEX. L. REV. 753 (2004).
251

See, e.g., Richard Jensen et al., University-Industry Spillovers, Government Funding, and Industrial Consulting
(NBER Working Paper No. 15732, June 14, 2011) (discussing how many other academics fund their own research),
available at http://mgt.gatech.edu/directory/faculty/thursby_m/pubs/consulting.pdf.
252

Waxman, supra note 204, at 1909 (“Increasingly, . . . in recent years many of the country’s elite law schools . . .
law professors see themselves more as colleagues of sociologists, economists, and philosophers than of judges and
lawyers.”); Posner, The State of Legal Scholarship Today, supra note 204, at 853-54 (“With the rise of
interdisciplinary legal studies, . . . the old system of faculty recruitment faltered. Eventually it was largely replaced,
especially at elite law schools (but at many nonelite ones as well), by a system more like that found in the standard
academic fields.”).
253

Elizabeth Chambliss, When Do Facts Persuade? Some Thoughts on the Market for “Empirical Legal Studies,” 71 J.
L. & CONTEMP. PROB. 17, 27-28 (2008) (“*F+rom a scholarly perspective *the student-edited law review system] has
been roundly criticized by law professors and social scientists alike. . . Such criticism has only intensified as law
reviews have begun publishing more specialized interdisciplinary and empirical work.”); Richard A. Posner, Against
the Law Reviews: Welcome to a World Where Inexperienced Editors Makes Articles About the Wrong Topics Worse,
LEGAL AFFAIRS (available on Westlaw at 2004-Dec. Legaff 57, 57) (2004); Richard A. Posner, The Present Day Situation
in Legal Scholarship, 90 YALE L. REV. 1113, 1132 (1981) (“It should be obvious that in the performance of these tasks
the reviews labor under grave handicaps. The gravest is that their staffs are composed primarily of young and
inexperienced persons working part-time: inexperienced not only as students of the law but also as editors,
writers, supervisors, and managers.”); id.at 1123-24(“The publication system in the social sciences *involving peerreview and professional faculty editors] is superior to that in legal scholarship even for doctrinal analysis. But it is
clearly sub-optimal to process social scientific studies of the legal system in the manner of conventional legal
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Through the article selection process, student editors, particularly at prestigious law
reviews, can make or break a professor’s obtaining tenure or promotion.254 Law
professors and distinguished members of the bench and bar – not law students –
should serve as the primary editors of law reviews.
84. The manner in which articles are submitted to law reviews in the modern era is

anathema to merit-based selection. The current manner of mass electronic
submission – whereby a law professor submits her article via “ExpressO”255 to dozens
(if not hundreds) of student-edited law reviews at one time, after which the process of
“trading up” typically begins – is anathema to the merit-based, peer-reviewed
selection process used in other academic disciplines.256
85. The law review experience for most student staff members is an inefficient

pedagogical exercise. Modern law review scholarship serves little if any meaningful
pedagogical purpose with respect to training law students to become competent

scholarship – not given at workshops, not submitted to peer-edited journals, and not refereed. The lack of
competent evaluation and criticism results in the publication of social scientific papers on law that should not be
published at all, in the occasional failure to publish good papers, and in the publication of papers that would have
been improved greatly by the publication process characteristic of academic fields other than law.”); see also
Alfred L. Brophy, The Signaling Value of Law Reviews: An Exploration of Citations and Prestige, 36 FLA. ST. L. REV.
229, 231 (2009) (“It really is extraordinary that students pick articles in areas in which they have little expertise.”).
254

Cameron Stratcher, Reading, Writing, and Citing: In Praise of Law Reviews, 52 N.Y.L. SCH. L. REV. 349, 351 (200708) (“It is certainly difficult to imagine medical students selecting articles for publication in the prestigious New
England Journal of Medicine, and then editing those articles, making or breaking careers along the way. Yet law
students make these decisions every day at the Harvard Law Review, the Yale Law Journal, and nearly every other
law review in the country.”).
255

See http://law.bepress.com/expresso/.

256

John Zimmer & Jason P. Luther, Peer Review as an Aid to Article Selection in Student-Edited Journals, 60 S.C. L.
REV. 959, 963 & n.7 (2009) (describing the electronic submission process); Nancy Levit, Scholarship Advice for New
Law Professors in the Electronic Age, 16 WIDENER L. J. 947, 978 (2007) (discussing the “trading up” strategy in the
electronic submission process); see also Luigi Russi & Federico Longobardi, A Tiny Bearing Heart: Student-Edited
Law Reviews in Good Ol’ Europe, 10 GERMAN L. J. 1127, 1137 (2009) (“*T+he incredible amount of submissions top
U.S. law reviews receive sometimes forces editors to consider other extrinsic data as a proxy for an article’s
quality. In this respect, an author’s previous publication history, or the law school he/she is affiliated with may
sometimes doom an article to rejection at a highly ranked law review.”); Leah M. Christensen & Julie A. Oseid,
Navigating the Law Review Section Process: An Empirical Study of Those with All the Power – Student Editors, 59
S.C. L. REV. 179, 188-93 (2007) (“Overall, the results show that law review editors, particularly those at higher
ranked schools, are heavily influenced by author credentials,” including the law school “where an author
graduated from” and “the . . . ranking of other schools where an author has published.”).
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lawyers.257 Furthermore, there is only a marginal benefit conferred upon those
members of the student body selected to be on law reviews. Although they learn the
minutiae of the Blue Book, gain some experience in line-editing, and incidentally are
exposed to some substantive law, but surely such knowledge and skills could be
learned in a much more efficient manner. The student editor’s mode of learning on
law review not only is inefficient (e.g., spending hours making sure that certain
quotations appear on particular pages of a case or article) but also defies wellestablished norms of higher education (i.e., no meaningful assessment or feedback
accompanies the editing and usually no meaningful supervision by a faculty member
occurs). Student also could spend more time on their courses if they were not
spending significant amounts of time cite-checking and chasing down some hard-tofind source cited by an article’s author.
86. The ABA accreditation authority should remove the scholarly productivity

requirement. Currently, the ABA accreditation standards require full-time law
professors to engage in “research and scholarship” in addition to teach students. 258
Removal of this standard would “open*+ the door for new law schools that possess
[little or] no concern for publication but concentrate entirely on the educational
process.”259 This would result in a “paradigm shift in the nature of American legal
education . . . .”260 “Elite” and many non-elite law schools would continue to require
their faculties to focus on scholarship as well as teaching,261 but many other schools
257

Erwin Chemerinsky, Why Write?, 107 MICH. L. REV. 881, 886-87 (2009) (“. . . [S]cholarship directed at the
audience of law students . . . is no longer highly valued in the academy.”); Edward Rubin, Should Law Schools
Support Faculty Research?, supra note 193, at 161-62 (“*S+cholarship and teaching have increasingly diverged. . . .
The scholarship that receives most attention these days, and that brings its authors most renown, is largely
disconnected from the required first year curriculum and increasingly remote from all but the most specialized and
sophisticated upper class courses.”).
258

ABA Accreditation Standard 404(a)(2) .

259

See Barnhizer, supra note 3, at 292-93; see also Smith, supra note 247, at 207 (“The argument for an ABA . . .
research requirement [for accreditation] rests on several assumptions. First, the assumption is made that research
will serve the public interest by being the source of ‘pure’ research in law. The second assumption is that it is
appropriate for entrants to the legal profession to bear the burden of that expense in the cost of their legal
education. Third, the assumption is that the benefit to the public is less than the increase in costs to students. The
argument against an ABA research requirement is that one or more of these assumptions fails. If, for example, law
school research efforts serve the public interest only very marginally at great cost to students, then there would
not be a good argument for licensing-related accreditation requiring research.”).
260

Barnhizer, supra note 3, at 293.

261

Id.
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likely would focus on teaching excellence. The resulting reduction in the quantity of
legal scholarship being produced as a result of removal of the scholarly productivity
requirement would hardly be noticed, considering that 43 percent of law review
articles are never cited even once (see Thesis 78).
87. If law schools adequately prepared students to enter the legal profession, there

would be no need for virtually all graduates to take commercial bar exam
preparation courses in order to become licensed. Rhetorically, I ask: How can it be
that, after three years of law school and between $100,000-$200,000 spent by typical
American law students, they still feel compelled to take an expensive commercial bar
review exam course262 in order to pass the bar exam?263
F. Flaws in the Bar Exam, the Licensure Process, and the Process of Transition from Law
School to the Job Market
88. There is a growing disconnect between law schools’ curricula and the bar exam.

Because more esoteric courses are being offered in recent years and further because
increasing amounts of student choice in what courses they take in the second and
third years of law school, many students fail to take what formerly were “standard”
courses in law school that were – and still are – tested on most states’ bar exams.264
89. The bar exam should meaningfully assesses all of the basic competencies required to

be a typical entry-level practitioner. A typical entry-level attorney should have basic
competencies in many areas in addition to the three competencies that are the focus
of the current American legal education (i.e., knowledge of legal doctrine, legal
analytical ability, and legal writing skills). Those additional competencies include oral
communication skills, client relation skills, and several practical competencies related
to litigation, transactional/corporate law, negotiation, and alternative dispute
262

Such courses typically cost around $3,000. See, e.g., BAR-BRI, “Bar Review Course – Pricing,”
http://www.barbri.com/courseInfo/barReviewCourse/pricing.html?linktype=barbriLink&sitearea=null&pubarea=n
ull&escrightbararea=null.
263

Lauren Solberg, Reforming the e Legal Ethics Curriculum: A Comment on Edward Rubin’s “What’s Wrong with
Langdell’s Method and What to Do About It,” 62 VAND. L. REV. 12, 22 (2009) (“Bar preparation courses exist, and are
successful, because students do not expect law school to prepare them fully for the bar exam.”).
264

Catherine L. Carpenter, Recent Developments in Law School Curricula: What Bar Examiners May Want to Know
(unpublished results of survey of law schools’ curricula),
http://www.ncbex.org/uploads/user_docrepos/740405_Carpenter.pdf.
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resolution (see Thesis 19). The current bar examination used by virtually all U.S.
jurisdictions265 primarily tests knowledge of legal doctrine and legal analytical skills in
multiple-choice and essay exams; legal writing skills and “practical” skills are also
tested in a nominal manner in some states.266 The bar examination does not
meaningfully test the many other competencies needed by an entry-level attorney.
There have been several proposals to reform the bar exam to better assess the
competencies needed in the practice of law,267 yet none appear to have gained
momentum among the powers-that-be.
90. Serious consideration should be given to graduated licensing. Both the ABA and

state licensure authorities should consider whether, rather than test these
competencies at one time, law students should be tested at different junctures in their
legal education. Such a “graduated” licensing examination process would resemble

265

Although individual U.S. jurisdictions in theory could administer bar examinations (or require other types of
licensure requirements) suited to their own assessments of what competencies are required for entry-level
attorneys, the reality is that virtually all of them have a bar examination based in large part on the “multistate”
examination model created by the National Conference of Bar Examiners. See Weston, supra note 68, at 413-14.
266

The current bar exams in all 50 states in the District of Columbia are very similar in nature:
The most common testing configuration consists of a two-day bar examination, one day
of which is devoted to the Multistate Bar Examination (MBE), a standardized 200-item
test covering six areas (Constitutional Law, Contracts, Criminal Law, Evidence, Real
Property, and Torts). The second day of testing is typically comprised of locally crafted
essays from a broader range of subject matters; however, in a growing number of
states, two nationally developed tests, the Multistate Essay Examination (MEE) and the
Multistate Performance Test (MPT), may be used to round out the test. In addition,
almost all jurisdictions require that the applicant present an acceptable score on the
Multistate Professional Responsibility Examination (MPRE), which is separately
administered three times each year.

(http://www.americanbar.org/groups/legal_education/resources/bar_admissions/basic_overview.html).
The written MPT exam “consists of two 90-minute skills questions covering legal analysis, fact analysis, problem
solving, resolution of ethical dilemmas, organization and management of a lawyering task, and communication.”
(http://www.americanbar.org/groups/legal_education/resources/bar_admissions/bartests.htm).
Although almost all U.S. jurisdictions that license attorneys use the MBE and MPRE, less than half also use the MEE
and MPT. See Weston, supra note 68, at 413-14.
267

Best Practices, supra note 3, at 9 n.21.
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the current licensing system in the medical realm.268 It even could require a final
round of testing after a graduate has practiced law for one or two years under the
supervision of an experienced attorney.
91. Law schools should offer more meaningful post-graduate career services. The

conventional wisdom among law students is that most schools’ career services are
little better than worthless. Considering the amount of tuition that law students pay
for a professional degree and the career prospects that should come with it, law
schools’ career services departments should be one of the most, if not the most,
important parts of a law school other than the professors themselves. Career services
departments should be the equivalent of a well-networked aggressive head-hunting
service for graduates. In view of the recent decline of “Big Law” firms as employers
for recent graduates, even at “elite” schools, career services department should focus
on placing graduates with small and midsized firms.269
92. At least some law schools should have affiliations with post-graduate clinics for low-

income and middle-income clients, which would allow recent graduates to hone
their legal skills and transition into the job market. 270 If a substantial number of law
schools had affiliations with such not-for-profit legal clinics run by experienced
attorneys but largely staffed by recent graduates, the clinics would serve two primary
purposes. First, they would enable students otherwise unable to find entry-level
employment to continue their legal education while gaining practical experience much
in the same way that medical school students do in medical residencies, internships,
and fellowships. Recent graduates would be paid a “living wage” and have their law
268

Jayne W. Barnard & Mark Greenspan, Incremental Bar Admission: Lessons Learned from the Medical Profession,
53 J. LEGAL EDUC. 340 (2003).
269

Ward B. Coe, Profound “Nonchanges” in Small and Midsized Firms, 70 MD. L. REV. 364, 372 (2011).

270

A somewhat different version of this proposal was recently set forth in a thoughtful manner by Bradley T.
Borden and Robert J. Rhee, see The Law School Firm (forthcoming in 63 S.C. L. REV. __ (2011), available at
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1906797. Matthew Spitzer, former dean of USC’s law
school, has made a similar proposal: “*T+aking the demand for skill seriously leads down a path to law schools
having a law firm (just as medical schools have hospitals) where students start to learn how to practice under
lawyer-professors, who both provide training and who charge clients for their services. We would need to work
hard to make the position of lawyer-professor prestigious, so that we could attract the best and the brightest. Law
school might become 4 years instead of 3. And there will be negotiations between the lawyer-professors and the
Deans of law schools about how to split fees. Deans of law schools will need new sets of skills, akin to managing
partner at a large law firm.” Word on the Streeterville (blog), Northwestern Nostradumus, Dec. 27, 2011,
http://deansblog.law.northwestern.edu/2011/12/27/northwestern-nostradamus/.
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school debts deferred for a certain period of time (say, three years). Some young
attorneys would go from their clinical experiences into solo practices and others
would join firms or government agencies. The second benefit of these post-graduate
clinics is that large numbers of low- and middle-income Americans would have access
to affordable legal services that they currently lack. These clinics would differ from
the type of law school clinics currently in existence: they would not be staffed by law
students; instead, they would be staffed by recent law school graduates (who would
be required to obtain law licenses). They also would have some degree of institutional
independence from the affiliated law school, so as to avoid conflicts of interest and
potential malpractice liability for the law school itself. Such clinics could differ in
subject matter expertise. Most likely would be general civil law clinics (handling
commercial litigation, estate planning and probate matters, and contract matters);
others would specialize in criminal law and work in connection with prosecution and
public defense offices (perhaps limited to misdemeanor and juvenile defense
matters); and others would be highly specialized (e.g., environmental or health care
law). Because these clinics would take in revenue (albeit in a reduced amount based
on a sliding scale), they would not be as costly as the type of law school clinics
currently in existence. Most likely would exist in affiliation with public law schools (so
as to allow for public subsidies and also some type of immunity for malpractice) and
also be located in major metropolitan areas, where clients would plentiful.
93. Every law school should publish on its website a clearly written and detailed mission

statement regarding all major aspects of legal education and also a strategic plan for
achieving the goals set forth in its mission statement. One of the reasons that the
American system of legal education has failed to effect significant systemic changes,
despite giving lip service to the various calls for reform over the past two decades, is
that law schools are not held accountable for implementing such change. The ABA has
not held the schools accountable because it has been dominated by members of the
academy (see Thesis 7). Until the ABA accreditation authority makes fundamental
changes in accreditation standards, law schools should seek to hold themselves
accountable. One way to do so – and permit prospective students to choose
intelligently among law schools – is to publish a detailed mission statement with clear
goals for implementing a twenty-first century model of legal education.271 Such a
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mission statement should address not only curricular and pedagogical matters but also
faculty composition and scholarship; as I have written elsewhere, all of these matters
are inextricably intertwined.272 Along with such a mission statement, schools should
publish a detail strategic plan that sets forth short-term and long-term goals as well as
specific methods for achieving them.273
94. “Big Law” should expand its hiring of more top graduates of lower-tiered law schools

and not fixate on graduates of “elite” law schools. Although entry-level “BigLaw”
jobs have declined as a result of structural changes in the legal market following the
recent recession, big firms still remain a significant employer. Traditionally, big firms
generally have hired graduates from the most highly ranked law schools – the very
schools that employ the most impractical professors and that provide more
“academic” (than practical) training of their graduates (see Thesis 60). In order to
help end the dominance of such elite schools in the legal academy’s hierarchy, and
promote the reform of legal education, big firms should make an affirmative effort to
hire the top graduates of lower-ranked law schools. In my experience over the years
as a manager of attorneys who graduated from law schools in all four USNWR “tiers,”
as a litigator who faced many adversaries who graduated from lower-ranked schools,
and as a law professor who has taught at three different law schools – only one of
which is considered “elite” – the school from which a lawyer graduated is by no means
a predictor of success as a practitioner. Countless excellent lawyers graduated from
schools in the lower tiers. Indeed, such schools often provide a better practical legal
education than “elite” schools. Big firms should respond accordingly. As Stanford Law
School Dean Larry Kramer has commented: “*I+if law firms and their clients seriously
want change, they can bring it about easily enough. Like anyone seeking to modify
behavior, they need merely employ the available sticks and carrots. What would a
stick look like? Firms could announce that because law schools A, B, and C are not
properly preparing graduates for practice, they will no longer hire from those schools.
somewhat surprising – a significant number of law schools appear not to have a mission statement.”) The ABA
accreditation authority itself has not taken the mission statement requirement seriously. See Carpenter et al.,
Report of the Outcome Measures Committee, supra note 56, at 22-24 (stressing the importance of an “institutional
mission statement” in the accreditation process for other professional schools and noting the absence of a law
school’s mission statement “as a prominent factor in the *current law school+ accreditation process”).
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Do that for a couple of years and watch how fast the schools change. Or carrots:
Firms could declare that, because law schools X, Y, and Z have taken steps to improve
legal education, they will give preference to their students in hiring. Better still, they
will provide financial support to encourage further programmatic changes. Combine
the carrots with the sticks and, again, watch how quickly law schools change.” 274
95. Supreme Court Justices and federal circuit judges should expand their hiring of top

graduates from the “non-elite” law schools. Although only three dozen young
attorneys are selected as law clerks for the Justices each year – compared to roughly
45,000 law students who graduate annually from American law schools275 – the
significance of these clerkships extends well beyond their impact on the lives of the
less than one-tenth of one percent of law schools graduates. Law schools proudly
boast of their schools’ graduates being selected as Supreme Court law clerks,276 and a
law school’s track record of placing graduates as Supreme Court law clerks surely adds
to the school’s reputation as a “great” law school. In recent decades, the Justices have
overwhelmingly chosen law clerks who graduated from the law schools that rank at
the very highest point of the USNWR rankings.277 Although clerks from schools in the
upper echelons of the rankings are surely extremely bright and effective law clerks,
there are – just as surely – equally bright graduates from many of the “non-elite”
schools who proved themselves in the legal academy and later when clerking for lower
court judges. The Justices’ consistent pattern of not hiring law clerks who graduated
from lower-ranked law schools suggests the same elitism evident in law school faculty
hiring today (see Thesis 60). Like increasing numbers of the law professoriat,
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especially at the most highly ranked law schools, the Justices themselves graduated
from “elite” law schools.278 Lower-ranked law schools should encourage their top
graduates who succeeded in their lower court clerkships to apply to be Supreme Court
clerks, and the Justices should give meaningful consideration to, and ultimately hire, a
substantial number of them who prove to be qualified. Likewise, federal circuit
judges, many of whom also generally tend to be elitist in their clerkship hiring,279
should make affirmative efforts to hire the best and brightest law graduates from
lower-rank law schools. That, in turn, would expand the potential pool of Supreme
Court clerks who did not graduate from “elite” schools.
III.

CONCLUSION

Virtually every major decision made by a law school should reflect a genuine fiduciary
commitment to their students – with the ultimate goal of producing graduates who will be
competent, ethical entry-level attorneys, that is, graduates who are “practice ready.” They
should hire faculty members; design curricula and pedagogies; and admit and assess students
with the primary goal of producing attorneys who can hit the ground running upon graduation.
Law professors should make legal scholarship secondary to their teaching duties, and their
scholarship should be relevant to the bench, bar, and legal policy-makers. Law schools also
need to charge a fair amount of tuition in view of the quality of the legal education that they
provide to students and expect students to carry reasonable amount of debt in relation to their
job prospects. Finally, state licensing authorities should require law school graduates to
demonstrate the broad range of competencies needed to be an effective entry-level
practitioner before licenses are issued.
With these aspirations for the legal academy and legal profession in mind, I contend
that that many structural changes in the current system of legal education are necessary –
beginning with the manner that schools admit law students, continuing with the manner they
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teach and assess them during law school, and concluding with the manner in which law school
graduates are admitted to the bar. Some proposed reforms look to effective practices in
American medical schools and business schools as models.280 For most of the reforms to occur,
law schools must engage in paradigm shifts in several areas in addition to modernizing their
curricula and pedagogies – they must alter the composition of their faculties, their approach to
legal scholarship, and their relationship with members of the bench and bar. The ABA’s Section
on Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar must pave the way in order for these structural
changes to occur. In particular, the ABA standards governing law school accreditation must be
amended substantially – with respect to faculty composition, faculty governance, faculty duties
concerning scholarship, and law school curricular requirements.281 Without such changes, no
meaningful systemic reform will ever occur, and the many problems that currently plague legal
education will continue. The ball is in the ABA’s court but, ultimately, law schools must effect
change themselves (with or without the ABA’s help, to the degree that they are able) – for the
good of law students, the legal profession, and the public. We can, and should, turn the
current crisis in legal education into an opportunity for meaningful change.
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